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Richardson

Broken Down On The Information Superhighway:

Scheduled fo r

Computer Shortages Put M SU Last Among State Colleges

New P C ’s
A cycle of new computers
every four years may begin
By Jill Nuber
Staff Writer
Before the Dickson Hall computer lab
room 280 receives 31 new computers, the
computer labs in Richardson Hall rooms 107
and 108 will get new computers.
A total of 35 computers will be replaced
in Richardson Hall, averaging about $2,000
a computer, Mary Pierson, the helpline man
ager of Information Technology said.
There is money set aside to replace fac
ulty PCs in Dickson Hall. Around 22 new
PCs will come in, costing around $40,000,
Pierson said.
All of the new computers are Dell and
will be replaced sporadically during the se
mester, Pierson said.
“We want to find a time that won’t in
terfere with classes when we replace the
computers. It will probably be done during
the weekends,” Pierson said.
Pierson also said that they are going to
start replacing the computers in Richardson
Hall, first, to see how that goes. If there are
no problems then they will start replacing
the computers in Dickson Hall.
Roy Roper, acting director of Informa
tion Technology, added that the university
hopes to make this a routine annual cycle.
“I think the new computers are a good
idea, but I’m dismayed at this ridiculous ex
pense. We could get a lot cheaper comput
ers,” one freshman said. “I have a PC that
costs $600.”

IENN W INSKI/ MONTCLARION

T IR E D O F W AITING: In the Blanton H all computer Cdh.'fTVeBtantvrr
_____ _____
homework and writing e-mail. While the priority rule in the labs is that homework takes priority over recreational computer use,
some students feel that, because they are paying the lab fee, they should be able to use the computers any time they wish.
This is the second in a series o f
M ontclarion special reports about
critical issues at M S U
By Jason Kaplan
Special to The Montclarion

The number of public computers avail
able to MSU students ranks last compared
to the other nine state
colleges and univer
sities (see chart on
P. 5 for comparison.)
There are 75
computers for each
student, whereas, at
W illiam Paterson
U niversity,
in
Passaic County, NJ,
the ratio of students
to computers is 18:1.
There are 24 labs
available to the en
rolled 9,000 stu 
dents, housing a to
tal of 500 computers,
according to Jane B.
Hutchison, Associate
A N e w S eries O n
Director of Instruc
tion and Research
C o lleg e L ife Is R e a lly A b o u t
Technology.
Ramapo College
has more machines
T u r n to P age 9
than MSU available
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Global Education Institutes
Study Abroad in M exico.

F e a tu re

for its students with a ratio of 14:1. Ramapo
has 360 computers to accommodate the
5,000 students attending the school, said
John Sloan, Director of the Center for Com
puting and Information Systems. There are
19 computer labs which house between 8
and 31 computers.
A total of 180 computers are provided
to MSU students in 12 public labs, and three
more labs in Bohn, Freeman, and Russ Halls
for resident students.
The campus currently has 675 total com
puters, but the public labs only contain a
total of 180 computers, an average of 15 in
each room.
This number varies depending on the
size of each room.
These computers are supposed to meet
the needs of the 13,500 graduate, under
graduate, full-time, and part-time students
currently attending MSU.
“All the labs are available to students
and have open hours,” Sloan said. “Two of
the main labs, a total of 60 computers, are
open 24 hours a day.”
At WPU, students pay $100 per semes
ter from their tuition for technology fees.
“(This fee] gives them access to the labs,
updated computers and printers,” Hutchison
said. The fee also pays for lab staff, multimedia production support, and workshops
for learning the different application pro
grams. WPU does not have a problem with
computer availability, Hutchison said.

Page 9

20-som ething: A New Series
About C ollege Life

MSU students pay a technology fee of
$3.10 per credit each semester to pay for
100 lab assistants and computer expenses.
Often, they also pay the price for the com
puter shortage by waiting for computer
availability.
No matter what time of the year, it is
common to see students frantically trying
to put together last minute papers. Unfor
tunately, it is also common to see a line of
students attempting to get to a computer in
one of the labs on campus. Students waste
precious time, that could be used for study
ing, trying to get to a computer to type up a
paper.
Students must also deal with old, bro
ken down computers. As luck would have
it, students end up settling at the next avail
able computer and find it does not have a
working A drive. Other times, students will
finish typing a paper only to learn the printer
is not working.
The computing staff employs about 40
student assistants. In general, lines at com
puter labs are not a problem except during
exams, Sloan said.
MSU is unable to supply its students
with an adequate number of machines,
David Fogg, Associate Director of Aca
demic Technology said. According to Fogg,
it basically comes down to a lack of space

A r ts ________ P a g e 13
Sno-core Tour Offers
D iverse M usical Venue.

See LABS on P. 4

O p in io n

P age 17

Kevin Hancock:
A C om m entary on Coti Ilian
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L ocal N ews
Greystone Park- Hospital emEast Orange- Ten year-old
Allan Baker was hit by a van last iployees have announced that more
week. His death has left a mark on violent sex offenders are presently
those who knew him. Allan’s 13 residing at Greystone Park State
year-old brother Anthony said he Psychiatric hospital more than two
heard an accident and knew in months ago. A top state official
stinctively that his brother had promised that the hospital would
been involved. Anthony got off the be more, if not completely, free of
bus to see Allan lying on the convicted criminals within a year.
ground after he had been struck by The rising number o f M egan’s
39 year-old Michael Vick’s van. Law and Sexually Violent Law
Ambulances took Allan to Univer offenders sent to reside at
sity Hospital in Newark, and later, Greystone has gone from 22 to 27.
died from massive injuries to the According to a new state law, con
head. “ He touched a lot o f victed sexual predators, who may
people,” said the boy’s father. not be ready for the Teal world, can
Allan was active in basketball, be sent to state institutions, like
owned his own miniature pool Greystone, and reside until they
have completely recovered. So far,
table and enjoyed music.

•2 -2 1 A female Blanton Hall
resident reports her cell phone
was removed from her pocket
book while she was in the caf
eteria.

• 2-16 A female left her cell
• 2-22 Officers responded to
phone in the Blanton Hall caf
eteria. upon ner return rrve min chc continuing Education House
on the report of an unresponsive
utes later, it was missing.
a?T~“
arrival, the male
on
an outside step,
• 2-16 Officers respc
out and was trans
a complaint from a Li
am b u la n ce to
puter lab assistant tl
Hospital.
was using the lab witl
rent student ID. Offi
male pledging for a
fied the male and ex
ity reported he was
lab use policy. The
ing at a university
corted from the bui
nia. He objected to
and quit pledging,
• 2-16 Tow true
the Student Center he
campus was struck
a friend what happened. A
from an unknown assailant as it
fraternity member overheard the
passed Lot 18.
conversation. He left and re
•2-17 A female Blanton Hall turned with two more fraternity
resident experienced difficulty members. The male was threat
b rea th in g . T he v ictim w as ened with bodily harm for speak
treated by param edics on the ing about the pledging ritual.
scene and transported to the hos Criminal complaints are pend
ing.
pital.

_________________F or T he R ecord _________________
The Montclarion willingly corrects its factual errors.
If you think that we have made a mistake in a story
please call Editor-In-Chief Justin Vellucci at (973) 655-5230.

Coral Gables, Florida- The fed
eral judge, who was assigned to
preside over the Elian Gonzalez
case, was hospitalized last week
from having suffered a mild stroke.
A hospital source told CNN re
porters that Judge W illiam
Hoeveler was reported to be in
stable condition on Sunday.
Gonzalez, the case’s main focus,
arrived in the United States, from
Cuba, on Nov. 25. On the voyage,
Gonzalez’ mother was killed, and
now the debate continues as to
whether the boy will return to
Cuba, and live with his father, or
seek custody from relatives in Mi
ami. Hoeveler, in addition to pre
siding over the Gonzalez case, was
also engaged in the trial of former
Panam anian d ictator M anuel
Noriega.

Washington- U.S. officials de
clared Monday that they have suf
ficient evidence that connects a
New Year’s Day bomb plot to a
Saudi exile. According to The
Washington Post, officials con
cluded their decision as a result of
confidential informants. The infor
mants knew of the bomb plot and
the existence of bin Laden’s orga
nization. In addition, officials
depended on data supplied by for
eign police and intelligence offi
cials, who had monitored domes
tic telephone conversations and
other undercover electronic inves
tigations. The Afghanistan resi
dents bin Laden is wanted by U.S.
officials for possibly causing ex
plosions at two U.S. embassies in
East Africa in 1998 which killed
more than 200 people.

Woodbridge- A federal judge
ruled against Woodbridge town
ship from enforcing a ban on local
bank ATM fees. According to U.S.
District Judge Joseph Greenaway,
Jr., “overw helm ing evidence”
showed that the ban on ATM fees
may be in violation of federal and
state banking regulations. The
measure is scheduled to make a
final vote on March 15.
-------------- --------------------- ;----Compiledfrom NJO.com by
Christina Spatz.

Washington- Historians ranked
President Clinton as an average
and lowly moral authority as a
president. The survey consisted of
58 historians who created a list of
the 41 best and worst presidents.
Abraham Lincoln was on top of the
list for the best, followed by
Franklin Delano Roosevelt,
George Washington, Theodore
Roosevelt and Harry Truman.
C linton ranked 21st, behind
George Bush, who was 20th.
Overall, Clinton scored the best in
his management of the economy,
achieving fifth place.

Compiledfrom CNN.com by
Christina Spatz.

I nternational N ews
Kosovska Mitrovica, KosovoNato KFOR peace keeping troops
were forced to use tear gas Mon
day in an attempt to keep hundreds
of Albanians from entering the
city. The Mitrovica Albanians had
broken through a group of British
peacekeepers to get to the bridge
that separates them from the city’s
main Serb population. Earlier
Monday, 20,000 Albanians began
a treacherous, march in inclimate
weather conditions to Mitrovica,
where violent clashes have left a
total of nine people dead this
m onth. C arrying banners of
Kosovo, NATO, the United States,
Britain, Germany, and Albania
across the countryside, men,
women, and children said that

“Without Mitrovica there is no
Kosovo” and “No to Partition of
Kosovo.”
Buenos Aires, Argentina- Four
retired Navy officers, who were
previously arrested on charges of
kidnapping children, were released
Sunday after DNA tests proved
them innocent. On Jan. 7, a total
of seven retired officers were
placed under arrest for the partici
pation of baby thefts during the
1976-1983 military dictatorship
rule in Argentina. Human rights
groups have reported that up to
30,000 people disappeared, or
were murdered by the military
government against leftist rebels.

N ew

T H E M O N T C IA R IO N

only one se,xual offender at
Greystone has been approved for
removal.

N ational N ews

M S U P olice R eport

• 2-16 A male placed his book
bag in an unsecured locker in
Panzer Gym. Upon his return, it
was missing.

Rain
HI: 59° LO: 36°

HI: 48° LO; 38c

Dean

Read about the new dean of the College
Juraanities and Social Sciences.

B eijing, China- European
Union officials are scheduled to
sign a pact with China in order to
place China into the World Trade
Organization., The E.U.-China
negotiations, led by China’s Long
Yongtu and the European Com
missioner director general, are
likely to lead to a signed agreement
sometime this week.. The main
purpose of the pact is to include
China in a bilateral trade obliga
tion, and therefore, aid in the
country’s entry into the world trad
ing bloc.

Compiledfrom CNN.com by
Christina Spatz.

R esearch Project
Institutional Research wants to know
freshmen and senior views on college life.
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Graduation Scheduling Changed; Some Students Concerned
By Yascmln Tuncay

________________

News Assignments Editor
The date of this year’s MSU Commence
ment Ceremony has been rescheduled from
May IS to May 22 at the Continental Air
lines Arena due to a variety of scheduling
conflicts, Provost Richard Lynde of Aca
demic Affairs, said.
The date of Commencement is never
specified in the student handbook; it is usu
ally written as May IS or later.
“There is always a bit of uncertainty with
the date,” Lynde said. Although he refrained
from specifying the conflicts that led to the
rescheduling of this year’s ceremony, he did
state that the rumor that it is because Presi
dent Susan Cole is going on vacation is “ab
solutely false”.
Since the Commencement Ceremony
will be held later, Lynde said he would like
to see it be a meaningful day for the gradu
ating seniors by giving them their diplomas.

“We’re really movirig toward a perma
nent change,” he said. In recent years the
ceremony was held a few days after the end
of finals. This did not give the administra
tion time to prepare the diplomas for the
graduating students in time for commence
ment. During the ceremony students dress
in their cap and gown and receive a pro
gram and a diploma cover but receive their
diplomas’ in the mail.
“We’re going to do a trial run for this
year,” Lynde said, and try to get the gradu
ating seniors their diplomas at commence
ment by speeding up the process of collect
ing grades of those students who declared
they will graduate, entering and recording
them into computers and identifying those
students who will be graduating.
The new date of the graduation cer
emony is also the first day of pre-session,
causing conflicts between those students
who are walking in May but need to take
one more class to fulfill graduation require-

ments.
Anke Braun is a senior and an Interna
tional Student from Germany who is taking
a pre-session and was set to walk in the com
mencement.
“It’s a major inconvenience for the stu
dents for it to be put off a week and not be
told why,” Braun said.
Considering the problems this poses for
students taking pre-session and hoped to
walk in May, he said, “The rescheduling and
notifying students should have been done
ahead of time. I’m really upset the date has
been moved. My parents will hopefully be
able to change their flight arrangements. I
will attend graduation and miss class but I
hope the teacher will be understanding,"
Braun said.
1
The rescheduling of commencement
may also cause conflicts for those students
living in dorms or the apartments on Clove
Road. Students still need to be moved out
of the dorms or apartments on May 15, as

originally planned, Karen Pennington, Di
rector of Student Activities and Campus
Life, said.
For graduating seniors who live close to
the university must move out by May 15
and come back May 22.
However, arrangements will be made for
those students who have a problem with that
plan, like out-of-state-students.
“We anticipate problems for some stu
dents... arrangements for them to stay on
campus until graduation can be made...we
may need to move them to another location,”
Lynde said.
“I understand that graduation should be
a time when everything ties in together for
students, like getting their diplomas, but I
think the adm inistration should have
planned for this earlier because it is going
to cause many problems for students living
on campus, and taking pre-sessions,” Col
leen Brennan, senior and Clove Road apart
ment resident, said.

Students with Disabilities Awareness by University Senate
By Karen Clarke_____________________
Staff Writer
The University Senate of MSU congre
gated for their monthly meeting in the Stu
dent Center Ballrooms to discuss safety,
academic and administrative issues that
have been of great concern to the campus
community for a number of semesters.
One of the issues discussed was imple
menting a week devoted to students with dis
abilities where programs and various litera
ture will be available to students to educate
them on subject matters that concern the
disabled.

The school closing procedure was a sub
ject that is presently being further investi
gated. The availability of additional tele
phone lines and updates that are more fre
quent are a necessity when weather condi
tions cause the school to be closed.
In addition to that, they are still contem
plating the possibility for evening classes
to continue as scheduled. Although morn
ing classes would remain cancelled due to
inclimate weather.
Sharita Belcher, a night- student said, “If
morning classes are cancelled, evening
classes should be as well because in the past
few years when it has snowed, the majority
. •

of my teachers have cancelled classes due
to [the fact that] where they lived it was too
dangerous for them to get up to the campus
anyway. The turnout wouldn’t be worth
while or safe.”
The Senate also discussed unfinished
business in regards to deciding if the B.O.T
or the Senate members should have the op
portunity to vote on a faculty representative.
Presently, the final decision made on the
candidate has been made solely by the
B.O.T. With the opportunity for the Senate
to have input in the matter, a majority would
be more involved in making a well-rounded
decision on the outcome.

The purpose of having a faculty repre
sentative on the B.O.T is to provide a di
verse outlook from the perspective of an
other faculty member who wasn’t a part of
the actual senate, but the E-Board would
have more control over various internal de
cisions that would only regard the B.O.T.
Dr. John Speccehio, Human Ecology
professor said, “The Senate would have
more control to pick a strong candidate,"
for faculty representation, and by being able
to vote for the person we would be able to
use our democratic influence.

HERE TO STAY

M A Y 3 0 -JU L Y 6
J U N E E E -A U G U S T 3
J U L Y 10 -A U G U S T 1 6
T h re e s ix -w e e k s e s s io n s

>

■
A v a rie ty o f 3 , 4 a n d 8 w e e k c o u rs e s
U n d e rg ra d u a te /G ra d u a te c o u rse s
D a y , E v e n i n g a n d S a tu r d a y A .M .
c la s s e s a v a ila b le
F or a 2000 Sum m er Session C atalog,
including registration procedures and
form , phone (732)932-7565. Outside
the 732 area code call 1-800-H I R U T G E R S
o r 1-888-4RU S U M M E R , o r e-m ail your
request to: tatftlg8@ r.UJHtffit.rLtdH
C o u rses also av ailab le at
F reeh o ld C olonial C am p u s
R o u te 9 S o u th
an d
B ro o k d ale C om m unity C ollege
L incro ft
LIZBETH VICTORERO/ MONTCLARION

JN-IMPEACHABLE: Jeremy Willis, Vice-President o f Greek Council,
miles at the Tuesday meeting after hearing that he would keep his position.
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Lab

W k en ?
Blanton Hall 1st Floor x7881
Monday
Closed 11 a-1p
Tuesday
Open 24hrs
Wednesday
Open 24hrs
Thursday
Open 24hrs
Friday
Open 24hrs
Saturday
Open 24hrs
Sunday
Open 24hrs
Bohn Hall 11th Floor X????
**resident students only'*
Monday
4p-12a
Tuesday
4p-8p,10p-12a
Wednesday
4p-12p
Thursday
4p-8p, 1Op-12a
Friday
4p-12a
Saturday
4p-12a
Sunday
4p-12a
Chapin Hall Rm 202 x4472
Monday
10a-5p,7:30p-10p
luesday
10a-5p.7:30p-10p
Wednesday
10a-10p
Thursday
10a-10p
Friday
10a-10p
Saturday
closed
Sunday
closed
Dickson Hall Rm 281 x534l
Monday
10a-llp
Tuesday
7:30a-1 lp
Wednesday
7:30a-1 lp
Thursday
7:30a-1 lp
Friday
7 :30a-lip
Saturday
12p-8p
Sunday
12p-8p

C O N T IN U E D FROM P. 1

Possible solutions for the computer shortage proposed; not settled
to house the computers. Rooms are only $310,000 and funding will be provided from
able to fit a small number of computers, and student tuition and state allocations. From
MSU has a shortage of rooms to put them then on, the computers will be replaced ev
in.
ery four years, Shuckel said.
Computers are constantly breaking
Dickson Hall is scheduled to receive 31
down, and it is more expensive to fix bro new computers, costing approximately
ken computers than to
$62,000, at about
buy new ones. The
$2,000 per com
acquisition cost for a
According to the Computerputer,
and
new computer is be
Assisted Learning Environments
Richardson Hall is
tween $l,800-$2,000,
(CALE) Lab Rules, the priority for lab
also expecting 35
while repairs on an old
users is as follows:
new computers at
machine could run up
the same price per
to as much as $5,000.
* Class projects that require
computer.
MSU currently
specialized software
Shuckel agrees
spends $5.5 million to
that labs can get
run both the private
* Papers for any class
busy during peak
and public labs. Ac
times, especially
cording to Harry
* Other
during the day and
Shuckel, Vice Presi
exam times. To
dent of Budget Plan
make more com
ning and Information
puters available
Technology, all new computers will be during these peak times would only tempo
bought within the next year, replacing the rarily solve the problem. During slower
old machines in all the labs, including the times, the extra computers would break
departm ent run labs. This will cost down from lack of use.

During these peak hours, some students
will not stand on line to use a computer.
“That’s ridiculous,” Ed Wheeler, a man
agement major in his senior year, said about
the long wait. “There’s no way I’d wait an
hour. I’d rather use my friend’s computer.”
According to the Guidelines for Respon
sible Computing, which explains the rules
and regulations students must follow while
in a computer lab, action is supposed to be
taken by system administrators when the
labs are not running smoothly.
To try and accommodate the needs of
all students, lab assistants are required to
ask students to leave the lab if they are not
working on an assignment for a class.
Christine Sandholt, a senior illustration
major who has worked in Finley’s lab for
two years, said that she feels the priority rule
is very fair.
“Definitely...If there’s a student waiting
with a report due in two hours and they’re
waiting for somebody to check their e-mail,
that’s not right,” Sandholt said. “If there’s
a line, we always try to kick those people

Finley Hall Rm 116A x5274
Monday
8a-10p
Tuesday
8a-10p
Wednesday
4:30p-10p
Thursday
8a-10p
Friday
10a-10p
Saturday
12p-8p
Sunday
12p-8pm
Freeman Hall 3rd fl. Lng. x6997
"resident students only"
Monday
4p-12a
Tuesday
4p-12a
*VC»A(cav/a^

Yf/ /A ,

Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

4p-12a
4p-12a
4p-12a
4p-12a

Partridge Hall Rm 113 x5244
Monday
7:30a-1 lp
Tuesday
10a-1 lp
Wednesday
7:30a-1 lp
Thursday
7 :3 0 a-lip
Friday
7 :3 0 a-llp
Saturday
12p-8p
Sunday
12p-8p
Richardson Hall
Rms 105 & 110 x5244
Monday
7:30a-1 lp
Tuesday
7 :3 0 a-lip
Wednesday
10a-11 p
Thursday
7 :3 0 a-llp
Friday
7:30a-1 lp
Saturday
9a-5p
Sunday
9a-5p
Russ Hall Basement x7765
"resident students only"
Monday
2p -1Op
luesday
2p-10p
Wednesday
2p-10p
Thursday
2p-10p
Friday
2p-10p
Saturday
2p-10p
Sunday
2p-10p
Sprague Library Rm 219 x7701
Monday
8a-l lp
Tuesday
8a-1 lp
Wednesday
8a-l lp
Thursday
8a- l i p
Friday
10a-8p
Saturday
9a-5p
Sunday
lp-9p
Student Center Caf B x 5415
Monday
10a-10p
Tuesday
10a-l0p
Wednesday
10a-10p
Thursday
10a-10p
Friday
!0a-6p
Saturday
closed
Sunday
closed

Ifjou’re lookingfbrtheoiy, trf business school. But fit's afenenceyou want.you'llfi
it here. We turn college men and women into leaders. Decision makers who comma:
can
write uieir
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own
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life. IAKC
Like 10
to meei
meet OUT
ourJQCI
faculty
,,respect.
* * r v*'v Top graduates who tu
n unux
n UO
K I lit

r

Call 1‘800‘MARINES. Or visit uinf WWW.MARINR0FFICKR.COM. Bee
con't learn what m.teachfrom a blackboard.
m
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••. .

«vài '■"i&m
■ te a tri

See LAB on P. 5
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Lab
CONTINUED FROM P. 4
o ff”
Tom Gebbia, a former lab assistant em
ployed from July 1998 to August 1999, feels
differently about the priority rule.
“I don’t think course work should be a
priority. The students are paying for use of
the labs out of their tuition,” Gebbia said.
Gebbia believes that computers should be
available to all students at any time, no mat
ter whether the computers are being used
for course-related work or for leisure.
Gebbia explained that when he was a lab
assistant he never enforced the rule, except
once when a lab assistant was waiting to use
a computer and made him kick people out
of the lab.
“Labs are for students no matter what,”
said Gebbia. “Who’s to say what is more
important? I could be writing an e-mail to
my brother who I haven’t seen in four

years.”
Whatever the case may be, ‘They’re [lab
assistants] doing the right thing,” said Fogg,
who believes it is only fair that those with
course work should be allowed first prior
ity in the labs.
The only realistic way to regulate the
problem is to move people in and out of the
labs as quickly as possible, said Fogg. If
this means telling recreational users to leave,
then that is what will have to be done until
another alternative arises.
“It’s common courtesy that students with
work get on first,” Fogg said. Commuting
students without access to computers at
home could also use the labs during off
hours, especially during the night, but most
commuters are not on campus during those
hours.
Another problem is the selection the stu

dents make about What lab they want to use.
According to Fogg, certain labs seem to be
more popular than others. One reason could
be that some labs have newer machines than
in other labs. The second reason is that some
labs have PC’s while some have Macs.
While there appears to be no solution in
the near future, Fogg proposed some ideas.
One idea was to build a large lab on either
side of the campus.
“It would be nice to have another build
ing or two,” said Fogg.
Among the highest issues on top of the
priority list at MSU, including parking and
housing, is constructing an academic build
ing, Shuckel said. Although nothing has
been planned, Shuckel speculated construc
tion could begin in three to four years. The
building would serve as a centralized locale
for computer labs. One or two floors would

be devoted entirely to labs. Shuckel expects
the project to cost approximately $25-$30
million. The only problem is the campus is
“space bound.”
“There isn’t-enough terrain for a build
ing this size,” Shuckel said.
With a new building, fewer lab assistants
would be hired and money could be saved
on a smaller staff.
The problem here is that students may
also complain about the smaller labs being
closed as they may have been more conve
nient for students to use before or after class.
Students attend MSU to learn and gain
the best possible education, and they are
entitled to have available the proper re
sources that will enable them to learn.
While no concrete solution seems to be
formulated, the administration continues to
contemplate solutions.

H o w M S U S t a c ks U d A e a i n s t T h e C o m o e t i t i o n
College /
University

Number of
Students

Number of
Public
Computers

Students Per
Computer
Ratio

Total
Macintosh
Computers

Total
IBM-Compatible
Computers

Total Staff /
Lab Assistants

Annual Monies
Allocated to
Computer Labs

Technology Fee
Incorporated Into 1
Student Tuition

Montclair State University

13,500

180

75:1

69

111

100

NA

$3 per credit

William Paterson University

9,207

500

18:1

60

440

215

$700,000

$100 per semester

Rowan University

6,000

332

18:1

111

221

50-60

$125,000

$100 per semester

New Jersey Institute of Technology

7,500

220

34:1

0

220

3

$180,000

$50 per semester

Ramapo College

4,868

360

14:1

6 labs

13 labs

35-40

NA

$65 per semester

Richard Stockton College

6,157

450

14:1

65

385

56

NA

$2 per credit

Kean University

12,000

500

24:1

52

428

NA

NA

NA

Rutgers University (Camden)

48,000
(3 campuses)

217

30

177

22

NA

$100
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IN A FREE PC
U P S PROVIDES ITS
PART-TIME EMPLOYEES WHO WORK
3- 1/2 TO 5 HOURS PER DAY
REALLY GREAT STARTING PAY.
WESOME BENEFITS. AND

Do it for som eone you love
Coaching a major league team is a full-time job
and so is my responsibility to my family. That’s
why I eat plenty of healthy foods like veggie
burgers, spinach and bean burritos, and
vegetable lasagna. The more vegetarian meals
you include in your routine, the better. So play
it safe for your team.

Tony LaRussa
Manager of the St. Louis Cardinals

Tonight, make it vegetarian
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NEWS

A Day for
Chimere

Los Angeles Unified
School District

By Yasemin Tuncav
News Assignments Editor

A day in memory of Chimere McRae
and all other victims of domestic violence
will be celebrated on March 29, sponsored
by the Health and Wellness Center.
The Counseling and Psychological Ser
vices and other members of the university
community will also be participating, Su
san Skalsky, Director of Wellness Services,
said.
This day will be called “Healthy Rela
tionship Day,” and will consist of seminars
and workshops where students and others
members of the University Community can
attend and learn how they can do their part
to reduce domestic violence.
A violence prevention session will be
offered for men as well as similar sessions
for women discussing how they can protect
themselves from abusive relationships.
“We would appreciate students volun
teering and participating,” Skalsky said.

Teach in Sunny Southern California...TEACHLA!
Los Angeles Unified School District
is seeking Elementary, English, Math, Science
and Special Education Teachers
Recruiters will be in a
New York location near you
to interview and offer employment
to qualified candidates.
For New York interview dates
and locations or for more information
contact: Carol Weiner
at 1-800-TEACH LA x6923
cw ein er@ la u sd .k l2 .ca .u s
VISIT OUR WEB SITE AT: ww w.lausd.kl2.ca.us

Study Abroad
in M exico

.... -

to Begin
By JillN uber__________________________

Staff Writer
Mexico is a new study abroad possibil
ity for MSU students starting this summer.
MSU’s Spanish/ltalian Department and the
Global Education Center are sponsoring this
( t K c r n C r c O c g r t t u f a g a m /W W P W W

w Wb WT5

jp a n -

ish language program.
It will be held May 18 through June 20
at the Universidad del Valle de Atemajac
(UNIVA) in Guadalajara, Mexico, Dr. John
Hwang, program director and professor in
the Spanish/ltalian Department, said.
For $1850 plus tuition, which is about
$1,000 less than any other MSU study
abroad programs, participants of this pro
gram will get a chance to live with a middleclass, Mexican family, selected by the
UNIVA International Studies staff.
Two students will share the rooms and
they will get two meals per day. There will
also be excursions to places like Mexico
City where the Anthropology Museum,
Chapultepec Park and Teotihuacan will be
visited. Guanajato will also be visited,
Hwang said.
Students must register for six credits,
with one of the classes being Perspectives
on Latin America and the other, a choice
between Spanish I, II, III or IV. Students
with advanced language skills can choose
to take a Capstone Course in Latin America
and Latino studies. A GPA of at least 2.5 is
required. All of the courses meet the MSU
general education requirement and Perspec
tives on Latin America also fulfills the multi
cultural awareness requirement, Hwang
said.
The program is geared towards begin
ning students. UNIVA is a private univer
sity and there are only around six to seven
students in each class, Hwang said.
Hwang said he already visited three of
the host families.
“There were all very nice. The whole
house will be at the student’s disposal and
they cater to the students diets,” Hwang said.
An open house will be held on Monday,
Feb. 28, in Dickson Hall from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. There will be videos about Mexico
and refreshments will be served at the meet
ing. To find out more about this program,
students can contact Hwang at (973)6557508 or Escobar at (973)655-7511.
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¿ a y o£ your c a re e r.
Whether you’re a college senior or a professional with a
desire to make a difference as an urban educator, you won’t
want to miss this opportunity to take a look at the rewards
and challenges of teaching in The Newark Public Schools.
At our job fair on Saturday, February 26, you'll meet
teachers who are already inspiring tomorrow’s leaders;
talk with the staff members who support them; and, if
qualified, you may complete an employment application
and go home with a signed contract to teach in one of the
instructional areas where immediate openings exist. Or,
you may apply for a teaching position for the 2000-01
school year.

Bring your current resume, college transcript, New Jersey
Certificate of Eligibility (or indication you have applied for
one), along with your driver’s license and Social Security
card, birth certificate or passport, and you'll be able to
interview for one of our teaching opportunities. We offer
an excellent salary and benefits package.
Visit our website at nps.k12.nj.us or call our Recruiting
Office at (973) 733-8795 for more information.

Job Fair for Teachers

immediate Openings in These Areas:
Bilingual
Child Study Teams
Computer Science
Early Childhood
Elementary Education
Music and Arts

I Physical Education
l Secondary Education
(all subjects)
l Special Education
I World Language

Saturday, February 26 • 8:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Camden Middle School
321 Bergen Street • Newark, New Jersey

Changing Careers?
Special presentations at
9:00 a.m ., 11:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m.

The Newark Public Schools
The Newark Public Schools District Is an Equal Opportunity Employer. We have an Affirmative Action Program and promote a multicultural, diverse work environment. We do
not discriminate against any person because of race, color, religion, national origin, ancestry, age, political affiliation, sex, Armed Forces liability, physical handicap, social or
economic status, and we are committed to Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and the Americans with Disabilities Act.
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N J State Treasury Reimburses
OPEN HOUSE

fo r Cqst o f L iving A djustm ent

Drop by fo r Information About
How You Can Earn AAS U Credit in AAexico

M ontclair in Guadalajara
AAay 18 - June 20
Intensive Beginning and Interm ediate Spanish
Live with Mexican Family
Includes Mexico City 3-D ay To u r

Fu rthe r Inform ation:
Monday Feb. 28 10 - 2
Hall Cohen Lounge
Dr. Hwang x7508

C e n te r

THE INSTITUTE FOR
REPRODUCTIVE MEDICINE
AND SCIENCE OF SAINT BARNABAS

By Molly Meyers

ous contingencies,” Schuckel said.
Before the fiscal year is ovér, any num
ber of unforeseen problems usually require
A total of $884,000 will be received from us to use such a reserve, such as an unusu
the NJ State Treasury as partial reimburse ally harsh winter, a broken generator, etc,”
ment for the cost of living adjustments Schuckel said.
(COLA) to staff salaries.
MSU’s total oper
This funding of
ating budget is over
$884,000 represents only
$120 million, so the
80 percent of the COLA
$330,000 represents a
“T he more generous
to salaries, leaving a bal
small portion of the
CO LA funding sim ply
ance, which is normally
university’s total bud
absorbed by the college,
get.
means w e w ill not
Harry Schuckel, Vice
A ccording
to
have to dip as deep
President o f Budget,
Schuckel, the addi
Planning and Information
tional funding is un
into the small
Technology at MSU an
likely to change in
operating budget...
nounced at the Feb. 10
creasing tuition costs.
Board of Trustees meet
‘There will always
ing.
be some type of in
- Harry Schuckel,
When the budget for
crease in tuition, but
Vice President of Budget,
the current year was for
we [MSU] have been
Planning and
mulated, state reimburse
fairly low,” Schuckel
Information Technology
ment was expected to be
said.
around $550,00(). This
Schuckel stated
figure represents about 50
that tuition at MSU is
percent o f the COLA,
the lowest of the state
which is what MSU had
colleges and universi
received for the past five or six years.
ties, and that the budget for fiscal year 2001
“They [the state] didn’t tell us at the has yet to be calculated so future tuition in
beginning of the year what they were going creases are unknown at this time.
to give u s ... sq I Jiad,t<> make an estimate and
Schuckel hoped that future plans would
I thought they would give us no more than include bringing tuition up to the mid range
50 percent of the^cost of living increase,” of NJ colleges and universities in order to
Schuckel said. |
remain competitive with thé quality and di
Due to the robust economy, the state was versity of programs offered.
;
able to fund about 80 percent for fiscal year
“In our sector of nine state colleges/uni2000. This amount was $330,000 more than versities, excluding Rutgers and NJIT, we
MSU had expected.
have the lowest tuition. We’re not sure if
‘The more generous State COLA fund that’s the right strategy because eventually
ing simply means we will not have to dip as that turns into a question of what kind of
deep into the smaH operating budget reserve quality that brings to the programs we ofthat we always set aside eacn year a n v a n - rt/r, "
nvAvf 9dlU.
Staff Writer
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WHERE’D IT GO?

An affiliate o f the Saint Barnabas Health Care System

A S AN EGG D O N O R ,
YOU CAN HELP A
C O U P L E BE W H A T
T H E Y ’V E A L W A Y S
D R E A M E D O F B E IN G
A

F A M IL Y .

T i e Institute for Reproductive
Medicine and Science of Saint
Barnabas Medical Center is seeking
egg donors.
There are many infertile couples
whose only dream is to have a family.
That’s why we’re reaching out to you—
women of all ethnic backgrounds,
between the ages of 21 and 32, who
are willing to donate eggs. You will be
carefully screened both medically and
psychologically to ensure your optimum
health. Our donation program adheres
to the highest ethical standards, and
your participation will be confidential.

After you have completed an egg
donor cycle, you will be compensated
$5,000. To qualify, you must have med
ical insurance and be able to provide
your own transportation to and from
the hospital.
Residents of New York can have
screening and daily monitoring tests
performed locally by a physician practice
which is associated with the Institute.
For more inform ation
on being an egg donor,
please call 1 (800) 824-3123.

We’re right here when you need us.

■ ■ SAINT BARNABAS
■ ■ MEDICAL CENTER
An affiliate o f the Saint Barnabas Health Care System

JENN WINSKU M ONTCLARION

I’M MELTING...: Last week, this shapely snowman stood outside
Stone Hall. This week, the temperatures will be in the 50s and 60s.
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A Cinderella
Cotillion

... AND RHYTHM FILLED THE HALLS

By Becky Thompson
Special to The Montclarion

inderella was first dressed in rags
and then turned into a beautiful prin
cess adorned in jewels and a white
gown. This is not much different than the
women being presented at the ISC’s annual
presentation, Cotillion.
On Friday, Feb. 18 from 7 p.m.- 1 a.m.,
sorority women got all dolled up for an event
that they many have anticipated since get
ting initiated into their organizations.
The women who were initiated within
the past year have the privilege of getting
“presented” at this event.
They wore white dresses and gloves,
while their dates wore tuxedos, much like
in Cinderella. Other attendants of the night
wore dark dresses, while their dates wore
suits.
The night began with cocktail hour. One
main open bar was running at this point and
there were two long tables filled with food.
Dishes like chicken and peppers, ravoli in
cream sauce and penne pasta were served.
The main room was adorned with flow
ers and balloons. Many sat around drinking
and eating, anticipating the time when they
would see their sisters presented.
Stairwells and fountains were in the
cocktail room. Many took advantage of
these picture spots before the girls to be pre
sented left the room.
Halfway through cocktail hour the
women left and the others gathered into the
presentation room. The three open bars in
the room were closed until the presentations
ended.
The sororities that were presented were
nmanizaiinns under the Inter-Sorority Coun
cil or Panhel subhouse of Greek Council.
This included such organizations as Delta
Phi Epsilon, Phi Sigma Sigma, Sigma Delta
Phi, and Theta Kappa Chi.
All the girls that were being presented
were taken to a room upstairs from the main
room were everyone was sitting. Then in an
order determined by the ISC E-Board, the
girls were presented. Each organization
goes, one at a time, down the staircase.
Once their names were called the girl
and her date walked down the steps and onto
the dance floor. When everyone had reached
floor level and the candles down the line of
girls had been lit, the announcer asked them
to blow the candles out.
Following this, their dates spun, dipped
and give them a kiss. They also received a
rose before leaving the dance floor.
After all the organizations had been pre
sented, everyone sat down to eat dinner and
the three open bars began running again.
Each couple had the choice between chicken
or prime rib.
There was also salad and a fruit platter.
For dessert, there was an ice cream bar and
trays of assorted pastries were left upon each
table. The night was filled with dancing and
drinking. Cameras flashed everywhere and
all one could hear was laughter.
At 11 p.m. was the presentation for the
Queen of Hearts. This is an event sponsored
by Sigma Delta Phi to raise money for char
ity. Most organizations run a Queen from
their organization. Whoever gets the most
money is the winner.
The Queen for 2000 was Melissa Saul
from Sigma Sigma Sigma and her reigning
King was Tony Almeida from Phi Alpha Psi,
Senate. All monies earned will go to the
American Heart Association.
Overall, many felt that the night was a
success. Many girls being presented could
not have been any happier with the turnout
of their own Cinderella Cotillion.

C

W HO SAYS THERE’S NOTHING GOING ON AT 1 A M.? After a drum circle was held in the Student
Center Commuter Lounge last Thursday, these students stopped in fro n t ofthe SGA officefo r another impromptu jam
session.

A Cry For Help: W hen D ietin g Goes Too Far
By Michele Phipany___________________
Staff Writer
ore than five million Americans
suffer from one of the following
types of eating disorders: anor
exia nervosa, bulimia nervosa, or binge eat
ing.
The National Eating Disorders Aware
ness Week, Feb. 12-19, highlighted the dan
gers of dieting. It enhanced and promoted
public awareness of eating disorders and
their toll on our nation.
On Wednesday, Feb. 16, an Eating
Disorder’s Screening Program took place
on campus in the Student Center. About
1,000 other colleges and high schools also
participated in the program. Attendees
were able to take a self-test for eating dis
orders, hear an educational presentation, as
well as speak with several counselors one
on one.
The facts on eating disorders know no
barriers. They strike females and males of
all ages, ethnicities, and religions. It is
more common for women to have an eat
ing disorder, but men are also susceptible.
Eating disorders affect people both
physically and emotionally. Depression has
been found to be one of the most prominent
disorders associated with eating disorders.
Anorexia nervosa is characterized by
self-starvation and weight loss. It has been
known to affect adolescent girls who have
an intense and persistent fear of gaining
weight.
Those people who suffer from this dis
order are known to deny hunger, and to con
tinuously diet. They may compulsively ex
ercise in order to control their weight.
Prolonged weight loss may eventually
lead to a permanent failure of normal growth

M

and an increased risk of osteoporosis later
in life. Anorexics can regain their normal
eating patterns after hospitalization for 12
to 16 weeks, but full recovery will often take
another 18 months.
Bulimia nervosa involves binge eating
which is usually done in secret. To prevent
weight gain, bulimics either vomit, take
laxatives or exercise excessively.
Physical damage from bulimia includes
the formation of ovarian cysts, which are
likely to reduce fertility, and enamel dam
age to the teeth due to excessive vomiting.
Bulimics can be treated on an outpatient

“Intervention is crucial,
since the earlier the
detection, the greater
likelihood for a positive
outcom e.

----------- r s basis, but only if they want to give up the
illness more than they want to manipulate
their weight. This treatment may include
behavior modification techniques and indi
vidual, group, or family counseling.
Binge eating is the uncontrolled urge to
eat unusually large amounts of food within
a certain period of time. Episodic behav
iors such as vomiting, laxatives, fasting, or
excessive exercise are not used.
Binge eaters are caught in a vicious cycle
where they try to control the levels of an
ger, anxiety or depression in their lives by
either depriving themselves of food, or in
dulging in it.

The deprivation allows sufferers to feel
more in control, and when the problems re
turn, they merely fill the nutrition gap by
eating everything they can at one time.
Binge eaters are at risk for increased
blood pressure and cholesterol, diabetes,
gallbladder disease, heart disease and some
cancer. Research shows that binge eating
occurs in 30 percent of people participating
in weight control programs.
All of these eating disorders result in
many physical and psychological problems.
Most commonly, these include malnutrition,
serious kidney and liver damage, intestinal
ulcers, a ruptured stomach, dehydration,
tooth or gum erosion, depression, guilt, low
self-esteem, and impaired family and social
relationships. The sufferer usually is also a
victim of perfectionism, who feels that the
only thing they can control is food.
Intervention is crucial, since the earlier
the detection, the greater the likelihood for
a positive outcome.
If you know someone who needs to be
helped because of an eating disorder, you
may want to prepare yourself for resistance.
Approach this person when there is little
chance of being interrupted, and know what
you want to say. Do whatever is necessary
to facilitate intervention.
If you or someone you know is suffer
ing from an eating disorder, there is plenty
of help available right here on campus. You
can contact the Health and Wellness Center
in Blanton Hall at x4361, the Women’s Cen
ter at x 5114 or Counseling and Psychologi
cal Services at x 5211.
You can also access the w ebsites
w w w . h e a l t h t o u c h . c o m ,
w w w .eatingdisorders.about.com , or
www.cdc.gov for more helpful information.
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Bars, the Club Scene, and How to Order a Rum & Coke
H e Said:

She Said:

Outside Looking In

Inside Looking O ut

friends.
Last weekend we gave Tierney’s a break
Staff Writer
and drove down to the Birch Hill NightClub
in Sayreville. It was 18 to get in and 21 to
O-something? Try 20 nothing. Turn drink. No problem, I thought. My friends
ing 20-years-old is probably the most will buy my drinks just like at Tierney’s.
disappointing age change I’ve expe
I had to scrap this plan, however, after
rienced. At 16 I learned to drive. At 17 I the doorman scrawled a 3-inch tall capital
graduated high school and at 181 voted and B on top of my right hand in permanent
bought a cigar.
black marker.
I thought turning 20 would bring some
“What does that stand for? Baby?” my
thing more to my life since I gained another friend Pete said sarcastically.
digit in the tens column, but all it has brought
Thanks for the translation Pete, like I
me at times is embarrassment and frustra don’t feel like a schmuck already walking
tion.
around with a big black B on my hand.
Every Thursday night last semester I had
So far, I have portrayed myself- as-a col
a night class for my broadcasting major. lege kid wanting to get drunk and party with
Almost,after every ctass, which ended at 9 the big kids. And whil^ thfe might not be
p.m., my classmates would iji^&plitns for totally inaccurate, I do have a softer side.
the evening.
This past summer, I took my former girl
Many times some friends
friend Chrissy to the Sugar
would go to Joey’s, a bar and
Hill Inn, an outdoor, river
nightclub in Clifton. “Hey
side gourmet restaurant in my
Nick what are you doing to
hometown of Mays Landing.
“So for, I have
night?” they would ask.
In nicer establishments
portrayed myself like this, it is usually not a
After I told them that 1
was not 21, they felt bad
problem getting served as
as a college kid
maybe for a second or two,
long as you follow two basic
wanting to get
and then they turned away to
rules.
drunk and party
make driving plans with those
Rule #1: Be specific.
who were 21 or those who
When ordering a rum and
with the big
had fake IDs.
coke, for example, don’t just
kids
Thanks guys, but tonight
ask for a rum and coke, ask
I think I’ll just go back to my
for a rum and coke with
dorm room and have a Coke.
Bacardi Dark Rum.
I have thought about get
Rule #2: Be confident.
ting a fake ID but I’ve heard
Look in the server’s eye and
too many stories about the law taking real say with conviction, “I want a rum and coke,
licenses away for six months.
Bacardi Dark, dammit, and my friend will
Not being able to hang out at Joey’s is a have the same.
bummer but not nearly as bad as not being
Sometimes, it doesn’t work. 1 think
able to drive to work.
Chrissy’s freckles gave us away.
So I go to movie theaters, diners, minia
“Guys, I’m going to have to see some
ture golf courses and more recently, bars that ID,” the waiter requested.
don’t card at the door. These places are fine,
Astonishingly, Chrissy and I, two sup
but not nearly as cool as bars in Hoboken or posed 21-year-olds, went out to a restaurant,
clubs in the city that require proof of age via car and both of us don’t have any iden
before entering.
tification on us. Incredible.
The last few Saturday nights my friends
I ordered an iced tea. Chrissy got wa
and I have went to Tierney’s- a cozy Irish ter. So much for completing the movie-like
pub that allows anyone in. While my friends romantic dinner scene with a glass of wine
cruise smoothly up to the bar to order their or a cocktail.
drinks, I resort to flicking my head towards
I’m turning 21 on June 8 and I can’t wait.
the bar with a few one dollar bills in my This being 20 thing has kept me from hang
hand and whisper to a friend, “Hey buddy ing out with some really cool people. It has
do you think you can...”
also prevented me from meeting some niceAnd forget about starting a conversation looking women.
with a cutie from across the bar. If the bar
And when I do meet a nice-looking
tender asks me for ID while I’m trying to woman, I can’t even buy her a glass of wine
hook up. I’ll probably have to hide in a bath with dinner. I don’t have to drink to have a
room stall for the rest of the night to avoid good time but it would sure help.
being ridiculed by her and by my of-age

By Nick Clunn________________________

By Danielle Kovatch

As soon as we stepped out of the car
someone said, “Should we coat check?” I
thought to myself, “no, we’ll just get frost
bite to save two bucks.” Thank god we know
t’s 9 p.m. on a Saturday night and yes, Lizzie that works at the coat check or we
once again, I found myself miserable. would have to stand in that line forever.
Deb had called me for the tenth time to
“Hey C oncetta,” we tease Sam. It
ask, “So what are we doing tonight.” Oh the wouldn’t be a Saturday night if Sam didn’t
joys of being single on a Saturday night! I
say, “Just remember we are the best look
laid in my bed and pondered, “why do I put ing girls in here.”
myself through the torture of even leaving
“The best looking girls.” What does that
the house?”
mean? We are all still single and still date
I mean, I already know what’s going to less on a Saturday night. So apparently be
happen. I will go out, spend a lot of money, ing a good looking girl doesn’t get you too
be absolutely miserable and think that I
far these days.
should have gone to work instead. Although
The lights were blinking and the dance
work is grueling, at least r w o u ta h a ^
floor was packed with sweaty people as we
making money instead of spending it.
make a bee-line to the bar. We looked around
I looked into my closet and found that I to see who was there, not that you can actu
had nothing to wear, which is
ally see because it’s dark.
ironic since I tend to frequent
Maybe that’s why I al
the mall more than the girls
ways think guys are cute
on Clueless.
in the club, but once I see
“I swear that I
In my opinion, having
them in the actual light I
nothing to wear means having
wore a neon
change my mind.
nothing “banging” enough to
As I waited for the
sign on m y
stand out at a club. To solve
bartender to make my
forehead that
this dilemma, I got into my car
Citron and Seven, I won
and headed out to find the per
dered if a certain guy
flashed ‘W e
fect club gear.
would be there. I know I
w elcom e all
As I stepped into my
would have to drink five
friends car I thought, “Oh here
sorts o f losers.
or six of these drinks be
we go again, another eventful
cause they are so watered
Saturday night, why do I
down.
bother?” I could already pre
I took two steps from
dict everything that was go
the bar and some diesel
ing to happen.
guido, probably named
I would be miserable as usual, Samantha Joey, wearing a wife beater in the middle of
would be stalking her ex, and Stephanie winter was trying to grind me.
would be whining over some flavor of the
“Hello!” What has my life resorted to? I
month.
feel like I am trapped in the movie. Night At
Deb would be complaining over any The Roxbury. I swear that I wore a neon sign
thing that she can think of and on the car on my forehead that flashed “We welcome
ride home I would be so crazy that I’d be all sorts of losers.”
wishing I could open the door and jump out.
After a few hours had passed, I was more
As we neared the club Sam said, “Now than ready to leave. I had seen everyone and
guys, don’t forget I am Concetta tonight. Do their mother, been groped by at least ten dif
you think this ID will work?”
ferent disgusting guys, had drinks spilled on
She is the only one of us who is under my new clothes, been knocked over and
21 and uses a fake id. This usually does not stepped on, and yet I felt like this was one
matter, though, because she is such a pretty of the better Saturday nights.
girl that the bouncer doesn’t ever glance
We ran to the car and as soon as we got
twice at her ID.
in, the complaining and whining began. Yes,
We pulled up to the Metro Lounge and it was just another single girl’s Saturday
there was a semi-long line, which by the way night.
was nothing compared to the coat check line
that we would have to battle once we’d gone
in.
Special to The Montclarion
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Editor’s Note:
These are the first in a series o f weekly columns about what living in your 20 ’s
is all about. New columnists will be featured every week dealing with issues
such as love, sex, driving, being too young, being too old and much more.
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Feb./March

MSU Campus Calendar
JR :

• Walt Disney W orld College Program Info. Table, 9
a.m .-l p.m. DI
• Le Cercle Français, 3 p.m . DI 115
• Conservation C lub, 4 p.m. SC 104
• Step and Tone, 4-5 p.m . BL Hall
• Cardio Kickbox, 5-6 p.m. Gym 6

• Urban Groove, 6-7 p.m . Freeman
• Tai Chi, 6:15-7:15 p.m. Gym 6
• Hydro Fit, 8-9 p.m. Panzer
• A SSIST coffeehouse, 10 p .m .-l a.m. Ratt
• Drum Circle, 10 p.m. SC 104

Thursday

CLUB D evil’s gam e, 7:30 p.m.
Party: LASO, 9 p.m . SC Ballrooms

F riday

1SPEC TR U M S B ow ling N ight, 7:30 p.m. SC Bus Stop
1All Together D ifferent Retreat

Saturday
' All Together Different Retreat

Sunday
• Sprague Library W orkshop, 10-10:45 a.m. and 7-7:45 p.m. room 110
• Yoga, 1-2 p.m . SC 419
• Tighten and Tone, 4-5 p.m . Kopps Lounge R uss Hall
• Cardio K ickbox, 5-6 p.m . Gym 6

M on day

• Sprague Library W orkshop, 11-11:45 a.m. and 22:45 p.m . room 110
• SPEC TR U M S, 2-3 p.m . SC 416
• LASO, 3:30 p.m . SC Cafe C

• Kickboxercise, 5-6 p.m. Gym 6
• Aero Step and Tone, 6:15-7:15 p.m. Gym 6
• OSAU: Sankofa Dance Theatre, 7:30 p.m.
SC Ballroom A

• Sprague Library W orkshop, 12-12:45 p.m. and 33:45 p.m. room 110
• Walt Disney World C ollege Program Presentation/
Interview Session, 3-5 p.m . SC 417
• Geo Club, 4 p.m . M A 252G
• Pre M ed C lub, 4 p.m . Science Hall 126

• W M SC General M eeting, 4:30 p.m . SC

By Amy Cote
Special to The Monlclarion

ast year I was walking through cam
pus when I saw a sign for the Walt
Disney World College Program. I
remember thinking that I would love to work
for the Walt Disney Company, but I didn’t
want to live in Florida for an entire semes
ter.
Still the thought was tempting, so I de
cided to find out more information. After
going to the Cooperative Education Depart
ment, visiting the website, and attending the
presentation, I knew that this program was
for me. I waited for eight days after the in
terview and was notified that I had been
accepted into the Walt Disney World Col
lege Program as a Merchandise Hostess.
When I arrived in Florida, I went through
the orientation and training programs. One
of the first things I learned was that the pro
gram consists of three components- Living,
Learning, and Earning.
Living: I stayed in the Disney-owned
apartments called Vista Way. There are
about 40 buildings within the complex,
which houses over 2,000 people. There are
two pools, a weight room, a basketball, vol
leyball, and tennis court, a pavilion for meet
ings and social events, and a clubhouse,
which even had a computer lab.
It didn’t take long to get used to life in
Florida. There was always so much to do.
My roommates and I had a great time tak
ing advantage of our free admission into all
four theme parks in our free time. There
was so much in the area to do, if we weren’t
playing in the parks, we were either shop
ping, going to Daytona Beach, or just hang
ing around at the pool.

L

Tuesday

110

• Kickboxercise, 5-6 p.m . Kopps Lounge
Russ Hall
• SPECTRUM S, 6:30-7:30 p.m. SC 416
• CLUB, 7:30 p.m . SC 104

Learning: As an orientation into the
company, all new cast members go through
training called Traditions. From there, each
of the students went through separate train
ing depending on which park or location in
which we were working at. As the semester
progressed, we attended seminars highlight
ing Disney’s best practices, current business
trends, and personal development.
Upon successful completion of the Walt
Disney World College Program, we received
a degree. Depending on how many semi
nars and elective courses we attended, we
could receive a Certificate of Recognition,
a MOUSEters degree, or a DUCKtorate
degree.
Many students were not cast in a role
that related to their fields of study. We were
offered interviewing opportunities so that
we could learn more about those fields of
study. This also offered us great network
ing experience.
Earning: As WDW students, we were
guaranteed at least 35 hours of work a week.
We understood that we wouldn’t be making
much money, but we would be earning an
experience that was priceless.
I was cast as a Merchandise Hostess in
the Animal Kingdom. The costumes were
hideous, but the cast members were great.
I had to work hard, but I had a great time
along the way! I was even voted the
“Rookie of the Quarter.”
The Walt Disney World College Pro
gram changed my life. I became more re
sponsible and independent. I learned valu
able on the job experience. I made friends
from around the country with whom I still
keep in touch. In short, I had the time of
my life, and I will always value the experi
ence.

W ednesday

Ready to Live, Learn and Earn in the most
magical place on earth? Then become part o f the
W alt Disney W orld College Program. It’s your
opportunity to spend a semester making friends,
making magic and making a difference.

March i, 2000
3:00 pm
Student Center
Room 7
STO P BY A N D DISCOVER-A W ORLD
O F O PPO R TU N ITIES A T DISNEY.
w w w .w dw coU M m nkffnm .cani
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A 0&A Series on African-American Hist&ry
P r e s e tte d

th e R e d H a w k C h a p te r o f G ro o ve P h i G rq ^ye

This Week's Question:

Did you know?
Part 2
This week we finish up Black History
Month Trivia.
14. The list of African-Americans claim
ing their service in the British Army during
the American Revolution, and thus their
right to freedom, became known as what?
a. The Black List
b. The Black Book
c. The Book of Negroes

W E D N E SD A Y S
' THURSDAYS *

L IV E& $2°°SImH
O
W
S
!
port P ints
THURSDAY, FEB 24

11 PM START

M lx,

From th e D esk o f S a lly
[Record rolMUi party)
11 PM START

THURSDAY, MAR 2

EHe Mae • Deny Victoria
• W indfall
• FRIDAYS •

Special live Shows
1 1 :3 0 p .m . S h a r p

•

s 2 ° ° I m p o r t P i n t s till m i d n i g h t

In November 1782, Britain and America
signed a provisional treaty granting the
former colonies their independence. As the
British prepared for their final evacuation,
the Americans demanded the return of
American property, including runaway
slaves, under the terms of the peace treaty.
With thousands of blacks seeking to docu
ment their service to the Crown, Brigadier
General Samuel Birch, British commandant
of the city of New York, created a list of
claimants know as The Book of Negroes.
15. The term “Jim Crow” was made fa
mous by whom?
a. John Brown
b. Thomas Rice
c. Samuel Lewis
Thomas Dartmouth Rice. This white
entertainer won fame in the 1830’s with a
black face routine and a song called “Jim
Crow.” Among whites, that name became
a synonym for the rascist image of foolish,
ineffectual black.
16. Tommie Smith and John Carlos
made the “fist in the air” symbol of black
power globally famous during which event?
a. A Rock concert
b. The World Series
c. The Summer Olympics
Tommie Smith and John Carlos, gold
and bronze medal winners in the 200-meter
track event in the 1968 Olympics, raised
their fist in the “Black Power” salute dur
ing the medal ceremony.

17. An invention of Elijah McCoy be
gan the use of what term?
a. Hot Dog
b. The Real McCoy
c. As strong as steel
Elijah McCoy, a mechanical engineer
born to slave parents, invented a device that
enabled machines to be self-lubricating.
When cheap imitations showed up that
didn’t do the job as well as his, buyers in
sisted on the “Real McCoy.”
18. In 1642, a Virginia law penalized
anyone sheltering runaway slaves at what
price?
a. 2 Horses
b. 50 British pounds
c. 20 Pounds of Tobacco
The Virginia laws, passed in 1642 pe
nalized anyone sheltering a runaway slave
20 pounds of tobacco for each night of ref
uge granted.
19. What were the names of the two
Blacks who accompanied George Washing
ton during his famous trip across the DelaiviirA?
a. Sam Oliver and John Brown
b. Washington Smith and Salem Poor
c. Prince Whipple and Oliver Cromwell
In 1776, two blacks. Prince Whipple and
Oliver Cromwell, crossed the Delaware with
George Washington enroute to an attack on
the British in Trenton, NJ.
20. In what year did the last state north
of the Mason-Dixon Line pass a slave
emancipation law?
a. 1754
b. 1804
c. 1900
New Jersey, in 1804, become the last
state north of the Mason Dixon line to pass
a slave emancipation law.

11 PM START

FRIDAY. FEB 25

S k e ls
11 PM START

FRIDAY, MAR 3

Holmes

•

Alad Daddies

Corning in March
M ile s H u n t
e

Form erly of W onderstuff
OPEN

WEDNESDAY

- S A T U R D A Y T I L L 3 AM

D irections from cam pus: Rt. 3 East to Passaic Ave. N utley/Passaic Ave. exit, go
right off ram p, go three traffic lights & m ake a left, (Van Houten Ave.) Go to first
traffic light, m ake a righ onto Broadway. Loop in on right.

3 7 3 BROADWAY PASSAIC PARK, NJ 9 7 3 - 3 6 5 - 0 8 0 7

o a o O

t ip s

The world’s population continues to grow at an increasingly alarming rate, so much
so that there are now massive efforts under way to at least halt this progression, if not
reverse it. Here in the United States it is especially important to curtail such a rise, not
only because we are one of the fastest-growing industrialized countries, but also be
cause our populous has a much greater impact on the environment than most other na
tions.
According to statistics from the late 1990s, five percent of the earth’s population,
which resides in America, is responsible for consuming more than 25 percent of the
world’s energy, producing 23 percent of the carbon dioxide believed to be responsible
for global warming and driving 31 percent of the planet’s cars. Thus, any decrease in
America’s population benefits nature more so than it would in many other parts of the
world, giving each one of us the power to do more than our share to help save the planet.
Statistics obtained from: Zero Population Growth. ZPG Fact Sheet. N.d. N.p.:
ZPG, 1997. For more information, contact Zero Population Growth at 1400 16th Street
NW, Suite 320, W ashington, DC 20036; 1-800-POP-1956; ww w .zpg.org; or
info@zpg.org.
Sponsored by The Conservation Club, a class I organization o f the SGA
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S w in g , s k a n k , m o s h o r b r e a k
y o u r w a y in to a p a ir o f

A E Flight S h o rts
Take $5 o ff
Shop in Your U n d e rw e a r

A E S p rin g B r e a k

Take I 5 %° f f
A ll th e g e a r you need to g e t y o u r Groove on th is Spring!
eli 8th thru Match 28th. 2000You
ot redeemable for cash. nor. i«.it'va
ALIVEmerchandise This offer is m

[to receive yourcjiscQiiht Onlyone coupon or dis
purchased merchandise pr the purchase of metch.
Intemqt purchases .

ae.com

For the AE sto re nearest you call 1,888.A-Eagle-5

ires 3/28/00
pricing effective thru March 28th, 2000

T he m o n tcla rio n
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Cold Weather Plus Hot Rock Equals Sno-Core
By Christina Spatz
Assistant News Editor

audience's approval. This sour reaction was
not a surprise, considering the fact that the
singer mocked the audience members for
their booing, by whining like a baby, and
cracking tasteless jokes about Jon Bon Jovi
and Bruce Springsteen (both New Jersey
musicians) engaging in sexual acts as a rea
son for not performing at the show. Mr.
Bungle began their performance with a ren
dition of “Sweet Charity” and then, contin
ued with fast, reckless songs that mostly
consisted of angry polka and pointless sound
effects.
Although Mr. Bungle’s performance

proved pretty disastrous, the third band to
appear undoubtedly performed with a much
cleaner and more enjoyable set. Incubus, a
California-based band, graced the stage with
a very mosh worthy rendition of the song
“New Skin” off of their second album Sci
ence. Lead singer and African percussion
player, Brandon Boyd, performed soulfully
with his eyes completely shut and his softsounding voice forcing out words about so
cial and personal expectations. During the
band’s performance of their song “Vitamin,”
Boyd removed his shirt, as he has been
known to do at all of their shows, and made

diverse array of musical sounds and
artists gathered together at Conven
tion Hall in Asbury Park and per
formed their way To the top of the talent
pedestal for an all around energy powered
show.
First to arrive on stage was Puya, a Latincore band from Puerto Rico. Playing songs
from their American debut album Funda
mental, Puya led a very culturally oriented
performance. Sergio, the band’s lead
singer, played the jug for almost ev
ery song, and the overall sound was
a lot harder, considering the addition
of heavier guitar crunches, than the
softer salsa tunes found on the band’s
album. Puya performed some of their
most popular songs, including
“Fake,” “Oasis,” and “Montante,”
with the full force and power they are
well-known for. Surprisingly, the
very non diverse crowd responded to
the band’s heavy salsa/metal sound,
and their performance definitely de
served merit.
Follow ing the afterm ath o f
Puya’s Latin-core performance, Mr.
Bungle took the stage with a whole
different routine. The band members
in Mr. Bungle were probably most
notable for their costumes. The
singer/keyboardist dressed the plain
est with a t-shirt and Hawaiin Lei,
but the rest of the members bore re
semblance to Indian warriors, chefs,
shop-rite checkout clerks, and cow
boys. In addition, Mr. Bungle also
performed superbly, but their swing/
polka/surf guitar/glass-shattering
COURTESY
sound effects could not win over the Incubus isju st one o fa collection ofbands performing in the current Sno-Core Tour.

A

OF

the entire audience move with emotion as
he became one with the drum. In addition
to Boyd’s shirt removal, guitarist Mike
Eichzeinger wore his signature costume of
a black and red Chinese blouse and khaki
pants. Incubus also performed with their
infamous turntable spinning tracks such as
“Privilege,” “Favorite Things,” “Warmth,”
and their latest radio release, “Pardon Me.”
A lthough their overall perform ance
sounded, and looked, excellent. Incubus
succeeded the most by recreating all the
same intergalactic sound effects and amaz
ing guitar riffs that the band is famed for.
Lastly, Incubus cleared the stage
for the most anticipated band of the
evening: System of A Down. Un
doubtedly the harshest and most vio
lent band. System of A Down per
formed with overwhelming nuttiness
and child’s play in order to convey the
message that society is unjust. Again,
the band’s style differed tremendously
from the previous performers, with
two members moping around on stage
shirtless, creating movements like
little bugs, and the lead singer sport
ing a long, Chinese robe. System of
A Down played songs from their selftitled debut including “Suite-pee” and
“Spiders,” and also, a cover of a Black
Sabbath song.
If not for the exquisitely diverse
sounds perform ed by Puya, Mr.
Bungle, Incubus, and System of A
Down, the show was really impres
sionable through its causes. Vending
booths sold anti-racism merchandise
and bands spoke very politely to their
fans. In all its glory, the show, spon
sored by Artist Direct.com, was ab
solutely phenomenal and definitely
EPIC RECORDS
worth the price.

“ W aittill you hear w hat happened to m e:”Letterm an Returns
By Anna Lawrence
Assistant Arts Editor
ften times, the personalities we
watch on the television are barely
more than faces on a screen.
Ancors, news reporters, musicians, athletes
We see the people that are on screen, but

He’s ba-ack. Letterman returns to the
small screen.

seldom do we get the chance to grow to re
ally love a TV personality and catch an hon
est, innocent glimpse into their private life.
And then there’s David Letterman.
Letterman has been on the air for years
now, doing late night comedy routines, Stu
pid Pet Tricks, Stupid Human Tricks, and
employing his infamous interviewing skills
(or lack thereof). Many people have grown
with Letterman, and have grown attached
to him.
is like that one kid in school we all
knew: skinny, kind of scrawny looking,
with an off-beat personality, subtle
sarcasm and a quick witty answer
for just about everything. Perhaps
that explains some of his appeal:
there’s something funny and also
a little familiar about him, even his
name. Many times, famous per
sonalities are referred to by their
last name - Kennedy, McGwire,
Leno - imposing something very for
mal about them. But Dave is just
Dave, that cool guy who has this late
night show who likes to go out and visit
his neighbors every so often.
So when Dave left the air waves for an
indefinite amount of time this past January,
his absence was felt. Businesses near the
Ed Sullivan Theater, where the Late Show
is taped, reported a dip in revenues. At home
viewers missed live shows, but were treated
to re-runs of the more popular past episodes.
All the while, everyone wondered, would
Dave be okay?
Dave left the show in mid-January for
health reasons. A routine procedure re
vealed that Dave, who has coronary heart
disease, would need quintuple bypass sur

Once you’re in your seat, you’re there
gery on his heart. Would Dave ever return
to stay. No refreshments are sold in the the
to late night? Only time would tell.
Finally, on Feb. 21, over a month since ater and the bathrooms are locked at 5 p.m.
his surgery (performed on Jan. 14, 2000), Some may think this is a little strict, but if
Dave made a triumphant comeback to “The everyone is in the theater at all times, that
autom atically guarantees
Late Show.” The guest list
for the show was incredible
m aximum applause and
- Regis Philbin, Robin Will “...there’s
laughter.
While both the at-home
iams and the Foo Fighters.
som ething funny
and studio audiences saw
Jerry Seinfeld also appeared
Williams strip off his doctors’
in a walk-on during Dave’s and also a little
costume, only certain studio
monologue.
familiar about
audience members were able
In a moment of humble
to take home the stripped
thanks at the beginning of Dave...
clothing, and only the studio
the show, Dave brought out
and introduced the doctors ------------------ ^
audience caught the sight of
that operated on him and the nurses who at Williams dancing away and letting loose as
tended him. It was a simple, unselfish and Paul Schaffer and the CBS Orchestra played
heartwarming act that he didn’t have to do during a commercial break. Only the stu
that revealed a very different side of dio audience witnessed the drummer from
Letterman the audience isn’t used to see the Foo Fighters join with the CBS Orches
tra drummer, even sharing a drum solo dur
ing.
In fact, there are a lot of things the at- ing the song “Cult of Personality” by Liv
home audience doesn’t get to see that the ing Color, while the rest of the Foo Fighters
studio audience does. Members of WMSC continued to tune up for their set. The final
had the chance to attend the taping of the honor came after the show, when each au
show, which was actually recorded Feb. 18. dience member got the commemorative
Seeing a live taping is an interesting ex Dave’s surgery t-shirt.
Many eyes watched as Dave returned to
perience. First, tickets must be requested,
and don’t actually cost anything. When you “The Late Show.” Perhaps this is the boost
arrive - the sooner the better, people start “The Late Show” needed to get back on
showing up around noon - you are given a track, after suffering from slowly falling
number. At 4:30 p.m., the doors are opened ratings. People watched from home, and in
and you are let into the theater in large the studio. The show was reported on in
groups. Ushers are everywhere, telling you USA Today and The New York Post. The
where to go, where to sit, and most impor guests for the evening said it many times,
tantly, not to “woo.” High pitched yells echoing the thoughts of the fans old and new
upset the recordings and cause feedback that he has touched throughout the years:
from the tiny microphones suspended only Welcome back, Dave, it’s good to see you
again.
about ten feet above the audiences heads.
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Fifty Years o f Art Displayed at the W hitney
By Lorenda Knisel

C o n c e tti
Thyrgday, February. 2 4
C hris C o rnell, O n e M in u te S ilence,
S lipknot. Irving Plaza, New York, NY.
(212)249-8870
Cher, Lou B aga. Continental Airlines
Arena, East Rutherford, NJ. (201)935-3900
A n drew V ladek, Falling S kyw ard,
G eneral K ingpin, N ation, O isin, O tis
C am pbell. Arlene Grocery, New York, NY.
(212)358-1633
S coldees. Bitter End, New York, NY.
(212)673-7030

Friday. February 25
V iolen t Fem m es. Hammerstein Ballroom,
New York, NY. (212)279-7740
O ne M inute S ilence, S lipkn ot. Limelight,
New York, NY. (212)969-8957
B A M B A M , C an d ym eat, E cho 3, H onky
Toast, S pacehog . Continental, New York,
NY. (212)529-6924

Saturday. February 2 6
D ixie D regs, D ream Theater. Roseland
Ballroom, New York, NY. (212)245-5761
Beach B oys. W estbury Music Fair, Long
Island, NY. (516)334-0800

Sunday. February 2 7
C reep D iviso n, G rey A rea, S ick o f it A ll.
Bowery Ballroom, New York, NY. (212)9826138

Assistant Copy Editor
hat a huge undertaking it was to
showcase the vast diversity of
the American avant-garde in the
latter half of the 20th century. Curator Lisa
Phillips, of The American Century Part II,
1950-2000, at the Whitney Museum of
American Art, must have felt the same after
completing the show as museum-goers did
after leaving it: breathless.
The exhibit, which was on view Sept.
26, 1999-Feb. 13, 2000, was entirely too
large and multidimensional to be digested
in one day’s visit. Yet, instead of an in-depth
study of the multiple genres that have
branched out in Post-Modernism’s territory,
one was treated to a crash course, which
skimmed over only the most seminal of
artist’s works and neglected many others.
This exhibit, as well as The American
Century Part I, which was previously shown,
were the largest exhibitions of 20th century
American art to date. Part II surveyed more
than 1,200 works, that included a variety of
arts ranging from sculpture to painting to
journalism and TV. There were four floors,
each dealing with the transitions between
decades. They ail contained historical and
cultural timelines so that art works could be
placed in proper perspective alongside the
evolution of our country’s identity.
Museum-goers were asked to begin on
the fifth floor entitled “America Takes Com
mand: 1950s into the 1960s,” and to then
work down to the second floor which would
take them chronologically into the present.
The fifth floor contained the early PostModern works which broke away from
Modernism, yet retained many of its influ
ences. Abstract Expressionist Willem de
Kooning’s Marilyn Monroe was on display

W

as well as the Figurative Expressionism of cluding an interracial and same-sex couples.
Richard Diebenkorn’s Girl Looking At Eccentric abstractions could be seen includ
Landscape. The early Pop-Art piece Three ing the organic Untitled Box No. 3 by Lucas
Flags by Jasper Johns could be viewed as Samaras. Explorations in Minimalism and
well as the influence on Minimalism in the Post-Minimalism’s concept of anti-form
Monochromatic Abstraction piece Milk were shown with Robert Morris’ Untitled
River by Agnes Martin. The influential un (L-Beams) and Eva Hesse’s Untitled (Rope
derground film Pull My Daisy was also on Piece) respectively.
The third floor was entitled ‘The Rise
display, as well as the recordings of impor
tant performance artist’s works such as Cut of Alternatives: 1970s into the 1980s.” The
Piece by Yoko Ono and the exciting Flux ‘70s was often called ‘The Pluralist Decade”
Wedding by George Maciunas. In the hall by many critics. At this time, critics drifted
way was a recording of the experimental away from the modernist concept of stick
composer John Cage’s “Aspects of a New ing to the “formalist” structures in art (line,
Consciousness”. Important works of litera composition, design etc.) and returned to
ture, such as Jean Paul Sartre’s Last Exit and analyzing it from a political perspective.
Jack Kerouc’s On the Road could be viewed. Critics stressed the need to “deconstruct” or
The fourth floor was entitled “America expose the relations of power and control
at the Crossroads: 1960s into the 1970s.” that have shaped our cultural images and
In one room the walls were painted in loud texts. As a result, many minority artists came
colors and the Turtle’s version of the song
See WHITNEY on p. 15
“M ister Tambourine M an” was piping
through the speakers.
Recordings of presi
dential speeches were
on display next to red
lava lamps. The walls
were covered with al
bum covers as well as
protest posters and ad
vertisements.
At this tim e the
spirit of liberation, pop
and counter-culture
reigned and was ex
pressed in this floor’s
works of art.
Roy
Lichtenstein BLAM!
was on view, as were
Andy Warhol’s Elvis l
and / / and his film
COURTESY OF WHITNEY MUSEUM OF AMERICAN ART
Kiss. The film con
tained many couples Roy Lichtensteins BLAM! isju st one o f the 1,200 works that
in close-up kissing, in make up the “American Century A rt and Culture, Part II. ”

M onday. February 28
Les Paul Trio. Iridium Jazz Club, New
York, NY. (212)582-2121
T h e C u re. Roseland Ballroom, New York,
NY. (212)245-5761

Mix CD Gets Mixed Review
By Victoria Tengelics
Staff Writer

Tuesday, February 29
ince 1997, Buffy the Vampire Slayer
has become one of America’s most
watched television shows. Recently,
Buffy the Vampire Slayer: The Album was
released. It is a dark compilation of, with
many exceptions, some brilliant new talent.
In keeping with their usual performance,
W ednesday. February 30
“Temptation Waits” by Garbage is
one of the highlights on The Al
Full B lunt C o ntrol. Arlene Grocery, New
bum. The layered effect of the
York, NY. (212)358-1633
composition and the seductive
C h am berlin, D o n n y B rook Fair, M eat
voice of the lead singer makes
D epressed, W o o d o n . C B G B ’s, New York,
“Strong” by Velvet Chain another
NY. (212)882-4052
song worth listening to. The lead
singer of Hepburn has a childish
cute voice that contrasts the venge
COovte R e le a se s
ful attitude of “I Quit.” Although the tone
of the musical composition gives the illu
sion that it is a love song, the lyrics paint a
Friday. February 25
different picture. Also, “Lucky” by Bif
Naked was quite impressive.
R eindeer G am es, Dir: John
Black Lab is basically unknown, but,
Frankenheimer. Ben Affleck, Gary Sinise,
based on their track entitled “Keep Myself
Charlize Theron, Clarence William III,
Awake,” look out for something more by
Dennis Farina
this
band. This soft ballad with a slight edge
W ond er B oys, Dir: Curtis Hanson. Michael
to
it
is terrific.
Douglas, Robert Downey Jr., Frances
When
listening to “Virgin State of Mind”
McDormand, Katie Holmes, Tobey Maquire
by K’s Choice, one could almost picture
Buffy and Angel in a cemetary dark aban
T h ea tre P e r fo r m a n c e s doned
castle at the turning point of their re
lationship
with this song in the background.
The P rim e o f M iss Jean B rodie, at M SU
Kim Ferron is another artist worth
Memorial Auditorium, Montclair State
checking out. Her track, “Nothing But You”
University, Upper Montclair, NJ, (609)655is one of the better tracks featured on the
5112. Opening Thursday, Feb. 17 running
Buffy compilation. A personal favorite is
Thurs..- Sat. at 8 p.m., Sun. at 2 p.m. and
Fri.25 at 1 p.m. until Saturday February 26. The Sundays’ cover of The Rolling Stones’
“Wild Horses.” The beautiful voice of
M orrissey. Beacon Theater, New York,
NY. (212)496-7070
Fiona A pple. Roseland Ballroom, New
York, NY. (212)245-5761

S

Harriet Wheeler is soothing and blends eas
ily with the background melody. The Sun
days resurected this song and made it their
own.
“Charge” by Splendid is also quite im
pressive. Two instrumentals, “Buffy the
Vampire Slayer Theme” by Nerf Herder and
“Close Your Eyes (Buffy - Angel Love
Theme)” by Christophe Beck were also in
cluded on The Album. .
However, not all the bands on this com
pilation have a shot at making
it to the top ten list (or even the
top 500 list). Based on their
track “Teenage FBI,” no one
would ever in a million years
buy som ething put out by
Guided By Voices. Their vo
cals reek and the music does not
agree with the lyrics. It is so
annoying that after 30 seconds the urge to
forward to the next track becomes hard to
resist. “Already Met You” by Superfine is
just another song voicing annoying teenage
angst. Aten-year-old could have written this
with little help. Skip the track by Four Star
Mary entitled “Pain.” Listening to it could
actually involve pain. “Over my Head” by
Furslide is not even worth mentioning. It’s
very hard to understand the lyrics in “It
Doesn’t Matter” by Alison Krauss & Union
Station because Krauss sings too low and
mumbles. Also, the music seems to drag
on and on. As for Resputina and their track
“Transylvanian Concubine,” the only thing
desirable about the band is their name.
Buffy the Vampire Slayer: The Album
is a good investment. A good investment,
that is, if you have a CD player capable of
skipping over the mediocre tracks and only
playing the noteworthy ones.
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FM

‘Top Ten o f th e 'W eek
1. B-Side T heory
B-Side Theory
2. Kofln
Katin
3. System o f a D ow n
System o f a Down
4. Snapcase
Designs fo r Automation
5. K ittie
Spit
6. Fear Factory.
Demanufacture
7. D eftones

Around the Fur
8. Grade
Under the Radar
9. V .O .D .
Im print
10. G uano Apes
Proud Like a God

‘Kristen ^Anberson
IMonbay 7 p.m. - 10 p.m.
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DEPARTMENT o f THEATRE and DANCE SERIES
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B rie f Stop Falls Short of Goal

THE

By Kathleen Savino

P

r im e
O F M IS S

S

JE A N
B R O D IE
Jay Pressori Allen,
adaptedfrom the novel by Muriel Spark

F e b ru a ry 1 7 , 1 8 , 19 , 2 4 , 2 5 , & 2 6 a t 8PH
F e b ru a ry 20 a t 2P H & F e b ru a ry 2 5 a t 1PH

Box Office: (973) 655-5112

Memorial Auditorium

an imitation of songs by musicians who
came before her, like Ani Difranco or the
Staff Writer
Indigo Girls. “Peanuts,” at least, has some
interesting percussion, which is a much
ince the dawn of Lilith Fair, woman needed break from the usual monotony of
musicians with folk-based roots have the record. “Eidertown” is more distinct be
gained a cult-like status. Sheila cause it has a chorus, and a more lively pace
Nicholl’s well-intentioned first release, Brief compared to the other songs.
Stop is an earnest attempt at examining life,
“Medusa” is probably the best track on
love, and the world. Much like Ani Difranco, the CD, (Nicholls co-wrote it with James
she believes that the music industry is stifled Harrah) opening with the provocative line,
and has started her own label, Essex Girl “Medusa woke up one day and shaved her
Records. Nicholls comes all the way from head, maybe you’ll let me a little closer she
Colchester, Essex, in England where her said...M edusa went home again and
mother runs a pub in London. The most watched TV, a commercial for deodorant
defining characteristic of her music is her and tampons. So now we won’t smell...”
haunting, unique voice. However, even with These lines create more imagery, they also
her beautiful voice, Nicholls’ tired lyrics and leave more to interpretation, as opposed to
over-simplified, monotonous music cannot the hit-you-over-the-head lyrics that domi
nate the album. It makes a statement too,
be ignored.
The first song, “Question,” involves the by use of metaphor, about female identity:
question of whether to change a friendship medusa shaving her head, losing her snakes,
into a romantic relationship. It draws the lis watching television, and in essence, com
tener in with an intensely clear vocal, and a promising her female power.
simple piano melody. However, this song,
“So One Day” is another song which
and most of the others, fails to pick up acous shows lyrical promise. It involves a conver
tically, and falls to stagnation. Nicholls says, sation between personified characters of
“All my songs seem to arrive when I need God and Satan, and has the somewhat eso
to get a better view of myself and my envi teric lyrics, “ ‘Oh’, said God, ‘So you fi
ronment, just extensions of my diary....I am nally forgave yourself, about time, good
my own shrink.” This stream-of-conscious- work, come on in and would you like some
ness technique allows for thoughtful, but tea.’” It seems that Nicholls is better at cre
disappointing, un-original songs. For ex ating characters, rather than musing in di
ample, the song, “Fallen For You,” deals ary-like songs.
with a subject older than time: unrequited
There is certainly more promise than tal
love. Nicholls’ lyrics are just too cliched, ent on this album. Nicholls’ voice is beauti
“Fallen for you, Boy who’s trying to be a ful, in an unadorned way, but she could use
man. Boy who don’t know he can, Thought it better in songs which have a wider scope,
I knew you well enough but your walls are both acoustically and lyrically. More effort
still too tough.” These lyrics might pass with needs to go into the song and music writ
the right acoustic arrangements, but all the ing. Nicholls should focus more on the art,
songs sound like atonal monologues.
as opposed to the ‘diary’ element of her
The songs “Eiderdown” and “Peanuts” songs. The weakest points of the record
are a little more musically interesting. “P e a  seem Jitce endie&s r*trrtbtittg%a s u p | A ; s c t / CO
nuts” is a song about the evils of commer actual songs. Since “Medusa” was one of
cialism. Nicholls laments, “We’re all search the two co-written songs, perhaps Nicholls
ing for some kind of love. Will this human will consider some help in her song-writ
bowl ever be filled...corporations dictate ing the next time around. Her sophomore
who is a slave and who is free.” Nicholls’ effort may see an improvement, but as of
effort at making a statement just seems like now, Shelia Nicholls has a long way to go.

4fcr |s 7? n TCLA,R
A a Iuniversity
Scnooio<ine«>ii

Department of The«,* ana Dance
upotf Monlcu* Hamlenty 070*3

Come M eet
Jim
R e p u b lic a n fo r U .S . S e n a t e

Wednesday, March 1
at 10am in
Dickson Hall 178
Refreshments will be served
Sponsored by the O ffice o f Student A ctivities, the Student Voter C oalition,
and the Department o f P olitical Science

MSU Players Presents:

A U D IT IO N S
for the musical

RUNAW AYS
Directed by Brian Cichocki
Musical Direction by Jason Loughlin
Choreography by Katie Renn
COURTESY OF HOLLYW OOD RECORDS

1st a n d 2nd a t
6 : 00P M

M arch

In the Student Center Room 126

*Come prepared with 16 bars of any song; a
monologue will be provided to read.
Please dress comfortably, there will be dancing
required.
We are seeking a culturally diverse cast.
Players is a Class One of the S.G.A.

Sheila Nicholls makes a good attempt, but falls short o f today’s standards.

W h it n e y
C ontinued from p. 14

Whitney brings past and present together in art
to the fore-front including women, blacks
and homosexuals. Such artists on view were
performance artist Laurie Anderson, graf
fiti artist Jean Michel Basquiat and photog
rapher Robert Mapplethorpe. Also, many
magazines arose at this time that dealt with
these issues such as Playgirl, Ms., High
Times and Essence, which were on display.
The last floor, floor two, was entitled
“Approaching the M illennium: 1980s1990s.” American art saw a rebirth in the
subject. This can be seen in Bill Viola’s Tree

o f Knowlege. The art world also felt the loss
of many great artists such as Keith Haring
to AIDS. Important works were built in their
memory including Jenny Holzer’s Laments.
Culture wars were still going strong and
were expressed in the mock-cartoon book
by Leslea Newman entitled Heather Has
Two Mommies. The American family was
also called into question with the TV show
on view, “The Simpsons.”
If you missed the exhibit you can take a
guided tour on-line at www.artmuseum.net.
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What action would you
take to protest the parking
situation?
“W hat can you do? Not drive?”
Chris Andres, Senior
Food Service M anager
‘T h e action I w ould take is to illegally park
constantly”
Mazzi Behi
Senior, M arketing

XPL&GE T A W

“I would ju st leave my car in the lot.”
Alejandro Arango
Freshm an, Business Law

Do you feel MSU is doing a good
job providing new technology for
its students?
Let your voice be heard!
Call 655-7616 or e-mail
i* U ä v ü n io n m Q h o tm a lL c o m

to respond.
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“I ’ve never paid a ticket, and I w ouldn’t start
now.”
Jeff Freyre
Senior, Com m unications

Question of the Week:

a

Take a Number: MSU Not Supplying
Enough Computers To Students
MSU assures prospective students that they are entitled to the use o f 10 public computer labs scattered throughout campus. Many new students hear this and think, “ this is
great, no reason to buy my own computer.” After about a month at MSU, new students
quickly learn the truth behind the computer labs.
In actuality, there are only 180 public-use computers for the over 13,600 students, on
this campus; a ratio of 75 students to one computer. To top it off, there are three labs on
campus that are open only tq resident students.
The new millenium is u.jxjp us. That means technology has increased, making it an.
inherent part o f the higher éducation system. There are some classes that are completely
on-line while other professors require students to do a large percentage o f their assigp- ^
ments through e-mail or Internet research.
«
4
Dickson Hall and Sprague Library computer labs are notorious for long lines. Imagine
waiting an hour to use a computer for a term paper. This is a daily reality for many MSU
students.
Lab Assistants have been told to prioritize student lab use from course-related work, to
class papers, to personal use. Many assistants say this system helps reduce the crowds.
However, is it fair to have someone decide which student has a more important need for
a computer?

So what about increasing the amount of public-use computers? There is a $3.10 fee
that comes out of students’ tuition every semester. This is not just a flat rate; it is $3.10
per credit. If you multiply this by 13,000 that is almost a million dollars a year towards
technology. Where is the money going?
In comparison, New Jersey Institute of Technology has less students, but charges $50
per semester for technology fees. The school totals $700,000 for thier computer labs,
giving students 220 public use computers.
Is MSU doing enough to supplement fast-changing technology and the growing num
ber of students? Even with 35 new computers in Richardson Hall there are still too few
computers to supplement the student body. There are obviously not enough computers
now, so what will happen in the future?
It is not just the problem of there not being enough computers; in almost every lab on
campus at least one machine is broken. This is not the fault of the lab assistant, but of the
administration for not being able to fund new machines or an efficient repair. In most
cases it costs more money to fix the computer than to buy a new one. It makes you
wonder if the administration was sleeping through Money Management 101.
Maybe a tuition increase is not the answer. The administration should keep a closer eye
on where exactly our money is going. Does the quality of the technology at MSU really
look like it costs a million dollars? How about cutting back some of the 100 lab assis
tants the Office of Information Technology hires? Maybe MSU can look into selling old
machines, instead of using them for repair, to help pay for the purchase of better, faster
computers.
Money management is the key factor in suppling more computers for students at MSU.
It is not unrealistic to think that, in the future, with the way the current situation is,
students may have to take a number just to use a computer.
The M ontclarion Mailbox Policy
• All letters must be typed, preferably on disk (text only format) or via e-mail. • Letters exceeding 500 words will not be considered
for publication. • Once received, letters are property o f The Montclarion and may be edited for length, content and
libel. • Letters will not be printed unless they include the author's name, major, social security number and phone
number or e-mail address. • Only one letter by an author will be printed each month. • Submission deadline:
Monday. 10:00 p.m. • Letters may be submitted through e-mail to MSUopinions@hotmail.com or sent to:
The Montclarion - Attn: Opinion Page Editor, Montclair State University, 113 Student Center Annex, Upper
Montclair, NJ 07043.
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Cotillion, The Most Important Open-Bar of My Life
his past Friday night, I was lucky
enough to attend my fourth Cotillion.
If you’ve never been to one, it’s an
interesting event. Most sorority girls treat
it as if it’s the biggest event of their life.
For all of you non-greeks out there, Co
tillion is an Inter-Sorority Council event
where its member sororities come together
at the Cameo in Garfield, and celebrate...
well..., being greek. Each sorority’s new
sisters participate in a ceremony welcom
ing them into the greek community.
To prepare, they spend months picking
out their white dresses, and about as much
time picking out their dates. Most talk end
lessly about the night as if it will be the most
important of their life. You’d think they
were getting married.
It is built up by weeks of anticipation,
and the mere mention of the word Cotillion
is often enough to get a sorority girl so ex
cited she is set off into frantic screaming
and hand waving.
As for their dates, (well, for me at least)
Cotillion seems a little bit more like the stu
dent center cafeteria (the popular greek
hangout) on any given Thursday afternoon.
Just throw in a mirror ball, dance floor, and
some formal ware. Hey, I like a good party,
but it definitely was not the most important
night of my life - or my week for that mat
ter. However, for me and for other guys,
there were some fringe benefits for throw
ing on the o f suit or tux again. If anything
it was good for a laugh or two and as a fel
low date said to me, “Hey, the Student Cen
ter Cafe doesn’t have an open bar.”

T

Can’t argue with
that.
I’ve always said
that if you’ve been to
one form al event,
you’ve been to them
all, but there defi
nitely are some ob
Kevin P
scurities that set Co
HANCOCK tillion apart from your
average formal event.
I c u l lim i ( Ulti lim isi
It gives the guys
plenty to discuss while their dates engage
in more of that screaming and hand waiv
ing stuff.
The main event at Cotillion is a cer
emony where each new sorority girl walks
down a flight of stairs with her date to the
dance floor as her name is announced. It’s
called being presented. I overheard more
than one girl say they weren’t going to get
too drunk too early, so they could handle
this. Falling down those stairs would sure
be embarrassing. It’s a good thing the cer
emony is held early in the night before all
those Midori Sours can set in.
Once getting past the stairs, each girl
lights a candle, blows it out, and then gets
spun and dipped by her date - a maneuver
which again, has a difficulty rating that de
pends on the number of drinks consumed
beforehand. It can be quite amusing to
watch.
More interesting than watching the ac
tual ceremony though, is watching what
everyone else does while it’s going/On. The
sororities take turns presenting their new

girls, so when it's time for sorority X to quickly added another guy listening next
present their girls, only people from soror to him.
Good point, I thought.
ity X care. When one so
That day, snow fell for
rority has done their song
hours in the area, making
and dance already, they
“C otillion is
driving a little tricky. Some
are free to find more im
girls were worried Cotillion
portant things to do.
often enough to
might be called off.
“Okay, let’s go drink,”
get a sorority girl
“Oh my God! Did they
enthusiastically said one
cancel it?” said one abso
so excited she is
girl as she came flying off
lutely terrified sorority girl
the dance floor towards
set o ff into
a few hours before the
one of The Cameo’s three
frantic
screaming
event. She claimed to have
(open) bars. Her sorority
almost been triggered into
was done.
and hand waving.
a panic attack at just the
Unfortunately for her,
thought. Apparently some
the bars are closed during
------------------one
told her it might be can
the presentations. It’s a
celled.
Thankfully for me,
fruitless attempt to get people to pay atten
it
wasn’t.
I
might
have
had
to call the para
tion to the ceremony when it doesn’t involve
medics
to
come
revive
her
if it had been.
them. Instead, everyone jockeys for posi
She
soon
calmed
down,
and was able
tion around the closed bars so they’ll be
to
concentrate
on
other
more
important
ready for when it does open. Perhaps they
things,
like
deciding
how
many
drinks it
should have put the bars on the dance floor.
will
be
safe
to
have
before
negotiating
those
A sorority that had finished their presen
steps.
Emergency
avoided.
tations gathered in a corner of the ballroom
Hopefully, she made it down the stairs
and chanted as loud as they could. It was
okay.
I wouldn’t know though. I was over
about being better than everyone else, or
by
the
bar.
something to that effect. The sound actu
ally drowned out the person announcing the
names of the girls who were currently be
ing presented. So much for greek unity.
‘This is so dumb,” said one guy whose
date was off doing that screaming and waiv
ing thing. “No one cares to watch anyone Kevin P. Hancock is a Senior studying Po
else. They could be doing this in their liv litical Science and Journalism. This is his
fourth year at The Montclarion.
ing rooms.”
“No open bar in the living room ,”

Solutions to M S U s Never Ending
The problem with the administration is that they just don’t want to hear it. Why can’t
everyone who commutes or lives on campus walk out during classes and meet in the
parking lot in a show of unity. Why can’t MSU build a roof-deck parking lot to accom
modate everyone?
Maybe Dr. Karen Pennington needs to start listening to what the students are saying
rather then just ignoring us. If she still doesn’t think there is a problem with the parking
why doesn’t she try parking once in the commuter parking lot and see if she can get a
parking space. If that doesn’t work, maybe the students should write to New Jersey
Senator, Frank Torrecelli.
Julius Moldvan
Freshman, Undeclared

The Week In Politics

Campus Police N eed to Do More to
Keep the Peace fo r Residents
I understand that parties do occur at should be embarrassed and ashamed. Prob
Clove Road, in fact I have attended some lems at Clove Road have occurred before,
myself. Many times when the party was where tighter security has been promised. I
not out of hand, but the music was loud, would like to see that promise carried out.
the residence director called and gave
out warnings and/or fines.
Jessica Borrell
This didn’t seem to be the case on the
English
night of Feb. 10. A party at one of the
Clove Road apartments had gotten ex
tremely loud and rowdy, and by 3:30 a.m.,
it was still going strong. The party-goers
got louder and drunker, and the security
guard who was supposed to be available
was no where in sight.
A fight broke out in the parking lot
outside the partying apartment. There was
screaming and yelling which turned into
fighting. The police were called (even
though security should have already been
there) and for some reason, did not make
I would like to make it a point to pub
it in time to avert the crisis, but rather
licize the parking situation to the pro
minutes after the fight had ended. Not only
spective freshman touring the MSU cam
were they not prompt, but sped into the
pus. This might actually get the admin
parking lot with their sirens on, provok
istration to listen. They already have
ing the fighters to flee either on foot or in
our money, so they don’t care what we
a car (drunk I might add).
think, but if we can influence people who
I understand that parties and drinking
haven’t yet enrolled, then maybe the ad
occur, and I am not suggesting that it
ministration will listen.
should be halted. What I am requesting
though, is that the security and cops, who
Thomas Parry
are supposed to be at our immediate dis
Senior Biology
posal, actually be there. The situation
could have been prevented. Since it was
not I feel that the security and police

Prospective
Students Should
Know The Truth
About M S U
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The Montclarion Humour™ Editor Says Goodbye:
How to Survive a Clueless Administration
hile Humour sections of the past
have not been “factually accu
rate,” what follows in this week’s
section does contain a grain of truth. I am
stepping down from my position as Humour
editor, and this is my last issue.
During my term, I have received both
praise and criticism from students and fac
ulty, and for both, I thank you. The praise
kept me going on those nights when I
wanted to back out and the criticism made
me want to improve my section and even
the approach I took to it.
Perhaps the most important life lesson
I have learned from my position is that I
must set my priorities and determine for
myself what is most important to me. That’s
why I am relinquishing my position. I’m
not going to spend the rest of my life as an
editor and I certainly won’t get paid if all I
do is search the Internet looking for bizarre
pictures.
My position at The Montclarion has
kept me well informed of the positive and
not-so-positive happenings of the campus
community. I admit I can’t understand why
the parking situation is the way it is, and,
unfortunately, I doubt it will change. It is
not because of the efforts of the students,
but for the simple reason that no one in a
position of significant power wants it to
change. If they admit that they were wrong
about this, the floodgates will open and stu
dents will pour hundreds of complaints and

W

issues on them. No
aristocrat wants to
hear the murmur of
the unwashed masses,
and believe me, MSU
is not a democracy.
The administra
tion is out of touch
Chris
simply because they
choose to be. Ask the
Finegan
Board of Trustees
H u m o u r lù lilo r
about the parking
problem, and they’ll
look at you as if you had three heads. De
spite student protests, editorials, and con
frontations, nothing has been altered.
This does not mean that the war be
tween students and administrators goes to
the latter. Truth is, we students have tre
mendous power over the administrators. It’s
a power that they can never take away, and
one that can work for us instead of against
us if we only treat it with the respect it de
serves. It’s even one that administrators fig
ured out long ago.
Some things just aren’t important. To
the administration, it’s the students and our
problems; you may hear otherwise, but con
sider the source. Words pale in comparison
to our actions. But if we as students give
administrators adoseoftheirown medicine,
then the opinions of an out of touch bureau
cracy will not matter because we will not
allow them to affect us.

The reason I wrote what I wrote was They can’t make me behave, they can’t con
because I don’t care what Susan Cole thinks trol my thoughts, and that gives me the
of my articles. She’s not
power to be proactive in
important to me. Nei
stead of reactive. (Insert
ther is Dean Helen
“Braveheart” music here.)
Matusow-Ayers. Nei
“The
So I’m leaving my post,
ther is Dr. Pennington.
but
by
no means is my work
adminstration
That’s why I chose
here done. I’ve still got
can make m e
to laugh about the park
some tricks up my sleeve,
ing situation instead of
and as long as the adminis
park where they
getting worked up over
trators keep their feet
want, w hen they
such a monumentally
planted firm ly in their
absurd policy. I can
want, and for
mouths, I’ll never run out of
laugh because no matter
material.
how long, but I
how long the policy
Decide for yourself
w ill m ock them
stays in effect and no
what is important. Don’t let
matter how many ad
people who have proven
all the way.
ministrators support it, it
their overabundant igno
is still ridiculous. The
rance time and again decide
lengths to which some
it for you. And keep laugh
people go to defend it
ing - it doesn’t cost anything,
only make the situation funnier. When one and it’s much better in the long run than
person does something stupid, it’s a bad getting frustrated and beating your head
idea. When 50,000 people do something against a wall. Unless, of course, that’s your
stupid, it’s still a bad idea.
thing.
This does not make me a defeatist or
Until next time, ave, atque vale. Hail,
one who is apathetic. This means that where and farewell.
I park my car for a few months out of my
lifetime is inconsequential, as are the names
and faces of those who started it. They will Chris Finegan is a Senior Studying Phi
be forgotten.
losophy. Thi» is his third year with The
The administration can make me park Montclarion.
where they want, when they want, and for
how long, but I’ll mock them all the way.

Covering Campus Crime:
Should MSU Officers Carry WeaponsTo Protect Its Students?
can of worms has just been re rants a firearm? They call one of the com
opened here regarding the safety of munities MSU property falls in. This can
the campus commu
be tricky when deciding
nity. , Our campus police do
which force to call because
not carry guns, but President
within our campus bound
“D o w e keep the
Cole is researching the issue
aries we have three towns
and will present a case to the
pride w e have o f
and two counties.
Board of Trustees. Five years
Although the re
being a gun,
ago the Board of Trustees
searched information will
alcohol, and
voted down a proposal to arm
not be available for a little
the campus police with fire
while, I think it’s important
tobacco-free
arms. Now, the administra
to start the debate now. I
campus, or do we
tion has gathered a report to
consider it something spe
gether to be reviewed by the
cial when I can say to a
give the campus
SGA, the University Senate,
friend that my campus po
police guns for
the campus faculty and staff,
lice do not carry guns. I
and the students. This issue
our protection?
feel it gives me a sense of
will be the subject of future
pride in the make-up of our
forums and a referendum by
community that we are re
the SGA. Cole doesn’t want
sponsible and careful
to voice her opinion on the issue until her people when it comes to the safety of our
campus-wide fact-finding mission is com community. But what about the wackos who
plete.
come from off-campus and cause havoc.
Currently there are ten police officers on There was a shooting at Clove Road last year
the MSU force who all have been trained in and stabbings in prior years that could been
the use of firearms while at the police acad seen as cause for the police to be armed.
emy. They carry side-handle batons, mace Also, Dr. Karen Pennington, Director of Stu
and handcuffs. The 24 security officers dent Development and Campus Life, has
carry handcuffs and if they are trained, they said, “Guns serve as a deterrent to those who
also carry mace. There are three eight-hour want to come [to] the community and do
shifts, and depending on the day, between damage to individuals.” I wonder if there
one and three police officers are on duty.
are alternatives to firearms.
Our university is the last college or uni
Rubber bullets, mace and other alterna
versity in New Jersey that doesn’t allow its tive weapons that are not as invasive as bul
force to carry firearms. According to a 1995 lets and gunpowder should be discussed.
Uniform Crime Report, Montclair State fell The information Cole has been gathering
halfway through all the towns in New Jer may include these alternatives, but they
sey in crime statistics. This means there are should not be overlooked. Even if guns were
towns with even less crime than MSU who issued, maybe they could be kept in the Se
have armed police. So what does MSU do curity Building. I think that the presence of
when there’s an event on campus that war guns may change the psychology of the
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campus community.
Some people will feel
safer, and some may
feel like they’re on
the defensive.
Well, fellow stu
dents, it’s decision
time. In the upcom
ing months, we will Joy
be seeing forums on Thompson
this topic, as well as
C olti lim isi
a referendum that the
undergraduate stu
dents will vote on. So now, let’s stoke the
fires of debate. Do we keep the pride we

The Week In Politics

have of being a gun, alcohol, and tobaccofree campus, or do we give the campus po
lice guns for our protection? Let me re
mind you of a little known fact - most po
licemen may work for 20 years and never
fire their weapons. If this is true, how much
do we need firearms? I know I’ll need more
information, and I am looking forward to
seeing you at the debate.

Joy Thompson is a Senior studying En
glish Education. This is her first year as a
columnist on The Montclarion.
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The Blood is the Life:
The Ridiculous Crusade of Omar Portee
pparently, blood is not thicker than
under skepticism from
water. The New York Times reported
police as well. A se
in January that Omar Portee, the
nior member of the
founder of the New York chapter of The
police departm ent’s
United Blood Nation, or the Bloods, was
gang intelligence unit
released from prison. He should not have
says that not only is
been surprised that his fellow gang mem
Portee’s sphere of in
bers did not start singing “Oh, hail the con
fluence limited to the
quering hero” upon his return. After all, Mr. Jerome
blocks along 183
Portee claims that it is now his goal to turn
D’ANGELO Street in the Bronx
the Bloods to political solidarity and help
(from Webster Avenue
( o lm m ti't
ing the community.
to Andrews Avenue),
Right.
but that his reported efforts to recreate the
Omar Portee, a 28 year old resident of Bloods as an almost Black Panther-like or
the Bronx, claims that he was disgusted by ganization are nothing but a front to reas
the gradual retardation of conformity within sert control of the gang. “It’s not about re
the Bloods while he was in prison for at form, it’s about control. It’s about making
tempted murder. Portee says that what hurts money. The Bloods are not the Latin Kings.
him the most is that the “new Bloods” have There is no respect for the leadership.”
come to embody every stereotype that the
Still, ever determined and ever self-righ
police have long associated them with. He teous, Portee continues to preach the new,
claims that the kids in the Bloods now are
more community-friendly ideals of the
uneducated.
United Bloods Nation. He makes and sells
No kidding.
t-shirts that say “Black and Latino Love.”
Eager to give young gang members an He has also recorded several rap songs, in
“ideological orientation,” Portee now
cluding “Bloods keep running in and out of
stresses that the Bloods should be about
my life,” and hopes to become a recording
helping the community and eradicating
artist. He condemns black-on-black crime,
black-on-black crime. But despite his best despite having done time in Riker’s Island
efforts since being released from prison, for attempted murder, not to mention that
members of the Bloods now see his reform
the Bloods often target members of the
effort as a joke. Indicative of his loss of black community. He started the New York
stature, Portee has become a target to those chapter of the Bloods in prison “to fight op
he had meant to lead, as poljce within the pression.” In other words, white authority.1
Bronx that keep him under close surveil
Call me a cynic, but doesn’t this sound
lance say that there are many members of familiar? How many wannabe thugs have
the Bloods that are actively trying to kill pulled this “I’ve seen the light” crap? There
him.
is such an unbelievable level of hypocrisy
Mr. Portee has, not surprisingly, come
with all of these so-called “gangsta figures.”

A

I remember when DMX recited a prayer,
which he wrote himself during the time he
received an award at the Billboard Music
Awards last year. Listening to the lyrical
content of his songs, I’d like to know where
he gets off claiming he’s pious. Tupac
Shacur released numerous songs advocat
ing women, but was himself convicted of
sexual assault. There are countless players
in professional sports who swear that they’re
family men, and then get arrested for vio
lent crimes.
Still, America, in its infinite identity cri
sis-stricken stupidity, embraces these char
acters. I don’t mean to sound like an after
school special, but I can’t accept any gang
member like Omar Portee (or O.G. Mack
as he calls himself) being a good influence
on anybody. Why take advice about social
reform from a convicted felon? Mr. Portee
probably sees himself much like Julius Cae
sar; hated by all around him but insisting
that he means well for the good of all his
people, ever the immaculate martyr. If he
wants to benefit the community, why won’t
he loose the red and black bandannas that
are the Bloods sacred attire? Is he trying to
color-coordinate? The more logical answer
is that Mr. Portee is the same person that
was imprisoned in 1993, with nothing more
on his mind than “being hardcore.”
I’m from the Bronx myself, and I will
admit that living there can be rough. But
simply because your surroundings are harsh
is not an excuse for violence. The culture
of the thug, as I have always believed, is
embraced by youths for no other reason than
that they feel its makes them “cooler.” It
makes a person feel a lot more important if

they can say they’re a part of something.
The allure of being a part of a gang merely
fuels their arrogance, and gives them a jus
tification for their thuggish life style. I’m
sick to death of hearing about how people
say that they don’t have a choice, like they’re
victims of some horrible regime that spe
cifically targets them only. The truth is that
those people are simply too ignorant to think
for themselves and so they associate with
other ignorant people who have the same
problem.
Omar Portee is not a role model. He’s a
thug, and should be regarded as such. Ask
him precisely what he intends to do to op
pose crime and teach urban youth how to
live better. When the New York Times did,
he could offer no answer. Why is that?
Because he hasn’t got an answer. He has
no intention of further interesting anyone but
himself. I don’t care how hard his life has
been, he has no right to go around New York
saying he’s going to help young people
while all the time he’s crying “kill whitey”
to anyone who’ll listen.
Want a real role model? Look in the
mirror. What’s in that person’s best inter
est? What does that person really think you
should do with yourself?

Jerome D ’Angelo is a Freshman studying
Political Science. This is his first year as a
columnist fo r The M onfclarion.

Wake Up M SU: D on t Just S it There, Take Action
In response to your editorial and the
article concerning the recent protest of the
University’s parking polices, it is time to
shed some light on this ever growing issue.
The idea that MSU and Dr. Cole does not
care about the student body is baseless and
totally ridiculous. I do commend those stu
dents who exercised a basic constitutional
right in organizing the protest. I would like
to ask where were they back in September

and October when we organized a forum
with all the policy makers in attendance to
hear the concerns of the student body. If the
administration did not care, they would not
have showed up, yet all of them did, to an
audience of about IS students.
What has changed since then? Among
student leaders, we felt it necessary to give
the student body a forum to voice their con
cerns directly to the administration. Unfor

SGA and NAACP Negotiate
Regulations for New Charter
I just wanted to point out an inaccuracy that was made in the Feb. 17 issue of The
Montclarion, regarding the NAACR The NAACP was not denied a charter by the
SGA, instead they were granted a charter extension. The reason for this was to re
search the contradictions that were made between both the SGA and the NAACP regu
lations.
The SGA is currently in the process of working with the student representatives of
the NAACP to resolve the situation. On behalf of the SGA, I would like to thank the
NAACP for working with us over the past few months. NAACP is and always has
been an efficient and beneficial organization, serving the student body for many years.
Rob Blauvelt
President Pro Tempore
Student Government Association

tunately, all those students who constantly the greater good of all people and not just a
bellow that MSU does not
few.
care about us were too busy
We as students need
socializing in the cafeteria and
to start taking responsi
“A m ong student
in front of the student center.
bility for our own actions
leaders, w e felt it
It was the student body that
and stop this groveling as
did not care and not the ad
if the administration is
necessary to give
ministrators who showed up
our parents. If we do not
the student body
because they did care and
learn how to follow the
wanted to hear our concerns.
rules of an institution
a forum to voice
The administration also gave
now, then what will we
their concerns
us the opportunity to sit in on
do once we get into the
the decision making process
real world?
directly to the
concerning MSU’s parking
Why are we not pro
adm inistration.
policies, yet our SGA leaders
testing things like the ris
have yet to send a student to
ing prices of food ser
the monthly meetings. The ac
vices, professors not
tions of the SGA sound more
showing up to classes or
--------------- 9 9 like a case of people pointing
advisors steering stu
the finger at the administration without look dents in the wrong direction.
ing at the three fingers pointing back at them.
What we should be protesting is why our
If it is anyone, who does not care it is our own SGA leaders do not fulfill their respon
own SGA leaders, yet I do not see anyone sibilities to the student body.
protesting their lack of responsibility. If you
From what I can see, this university cares
are so tired of the concept that this univer more about its student body than we care
sity does not care for the student body, then about each other. Maybe it’s time we look
why are you not attending SGA meetings at those three fingers pointing back at us and
or volunteering your time to be a part of the ask who is being responsible.
committee that makes these decisions?
Instead of this constant groveling about
Ned T. Gross, Jr.
cars being towed and ignoring the rules of
BOT Student Alternate Trustee
the university we need to look at the bigger
picture. We live in a society that has rules
and policies that we must all abide by be
cause these rules and policies are made for
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an annual honors program honoring our
nation’s leading college students

Eligibility Requirements:
1) A minimum GPA of 3.0 as of Jan. 1, 2000
2) Junior, Senior, (must have 58 earned credits as of the end of Jan.
2000) or Graduate student.
3) Active participation in the programs, services and/or activities of the
University community. This could include such things as membership
roles in student clubs or organizations, volunteer activities on
campus, tutoring, or participation on an intercollegiate athletics team.
4) Demonstration of leadership ability. This could be evidenced through
participation on an executive board, coordination of a conference,
organization of a new club, or elective office of some type.

Application submission deadline is
Thursday, March 2, 2000
Applications are available at the Office of Student Activities (Student C en ter Room
104/C o m m u ter Lounge), Student C en ter Information Desk, the Student G overnm ent
Association O ffice,R esidence Hall Reception A reas, and C ollege Hall.
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Now IVe Done It...
By Chris Finegan_______________
Can you make me a three-headedgoat?

“All I’m saying is that you might want
to reconsider.”
It was about this time that he started
shaking violently. His head looked like it
was going to explode, which would have
been cool if I had remembered to bring a
sheet of plastic.
Just my luck I was
wearing a white
shirt.

Well, I’ve finally done it. I’ve angered
President Wally the Alien, and he’s not
happy. I suppos
edly presented the
university in a bad
light in my section,
and I’ve got to go.
“ Y O U ’RE
I believe the
NOT LISTEN 
charges are libel,
ING!” he yelled,
slander, criminal
“You are irrespon
negligence, rack
sible and imma
eteering,
and
ture. Just stop
crimes against na
m aking us look
ture. They have a
like idiots!”
picture of me and
I don’t know
a sheep, or so they
for sure what hap
say, that is so ab
pened next. The
horrent that even
five minutes that
the m em bers of
followed were ut
Limp Bizkit would
ter chaos. I re
m em ber saying
be disgusted. This,
unfortunately is
som ething like,
my last contribu Contrary to popular opinion, John J. and
“Making you look
tion to The Bully Finz do not look, dress, or act like
like idiots isn ’t
Pulpit.
very d iffic u lt,”
this...that often.
Let me tell you
and Wally blew a
how it happened.
gasket. His head
I got a phone call the other day from the didn’t explode (damn), but I did learn some
president concerning a comment I had made colorful new language, most of which
about being happy over graduation. I de rhymed with “duck shoe.” I asked him if it
cided to visit, and got myself all gussied up would be okay to quote him directly.
I don’t remember when I woke up, but I
in my tux. It’s not everyday you meet the
president, even if he does smell like a wet was in a rather large cage. The bones of
other infidel editors and framed-sheep-lovmattress.
“We can’t have students being happy,” ers surrounded me. It could only mean one
he told me. “A happy student doesn’t care thing - Merv. Merv, the carnivorous 60-foot
about our lovely parking system. A happy antosaur, was going to tear the flesh from
student works hard, graduates, and doesn’t my bones. I heard a chain rattle in the dis
give us money any more. Financially, that tance and an iron gate raising. Was this the
puts us up a certain foul-smelling creek end?
No, it can’t be. I’ve still got tons of space
without a paddle.”
“But what’s wrong with being excited to fill. Sorry, folks, but I’m having trouble
thinking of how to end this escapade. What
about moving past MSU?” I asked.
“You’ve only been here since the fall of happened next? Let’s see...my head hurt, I
1998. By our records, you need to spend at was in the cage...man, I don’t know what to
least five more semesters, including this write next.
Hey...why is the theme music from “Su
one. **
“But I’ve taken care of most of my perman” playing?
(I’ll save you!)
GERs. Which reminds me, if I’m a philoso
John?!? John J. O’Sullivan? What are
phy major, why was I required to take “His
you doing in my article? Didn’t you gradu
tory of Dirt?”
“Professor Blatthauser has been with this ate? Why are you wearing tights?
(I saw the Humour™ signal in the sky. I
university for a long time and has tenure.
We can’t very well get rid of him, can we?” shed my appearance as John J. O’Sullivan
and becam e
Mr. Sarcasm!)
Isn’t your
identity sup
posed to be
secret so the
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REALITY Is A SHAM.

evildoers

can’t find you
at home and
beat you up
when you’re
on the toilet?

‘W *

A

(Yeah,

thanks a lot
for spoiling it,
monkey boy.
Now I need a
new identity.
Brilliant.)
So John er - Mr. Sar
casm, I’ve got

JENN W INSKI/ M O NTCIARIO N

Applaud, friends, the comedy is over...

See Finegan
on Page 22

Sex, Music, And What The
Rock Is Cookin’
By John J. O’Sullivan (awake)
Former Humour™ Editor and Disappointed

of us have sick and perverted fantasies in
volving every woman* and I don’t see lob
sters in any of them. I can’t imagine the
horniest man alive walking through the su
permarket, pausing at the seafood section
and thinking, “Hmm...you know, that might
be a good thing.” Lobsters are not ergo

Crap. I fell asleep at the computer again.
Oh well...dreams cannot continue forever.
That, and I’m sure that one would start chaff
ing after a while, but that’s what aloe is for.
Drat.
Anyway, how are you all
doing? Long time no see,
Montclair! By now, only
about 24.2% of you remem
ber who I am. Many of you
are probably going to the
bathroom while you’re read
ing this and probably look
ing for Something to read,
wondering who I am as you
get rid of coffee you had in
the morning. Or, maybe
you’re in the Commuter
C afeteria and you ju st
spilled your coffee - the
Humour™ Section has twice
the absorbency of the news
section.
Well, for those of you
who forgot who I am, I used
to be the Humour™ dictator
for over four years during
my matriculation at Mont
clair State Community Col
lege. I haven’t missed much
from what I have heard, ex
cept for expensive rock gar
dens and crime. Parking is
the same, I imagine. (If you
want a parking spot, here’s
a tip: I hear that Saudi
TIM CASEY/ MONTCLARION
Arabia is a decent place to
park. If som eone gets This is John Jacob Jingleheimer O ’Sullivan, former
caught stealing it, they chop Humour™ editor, rabid wrestlingfan. He made us call
off the thief’s hands.)
him the “
former Humour™ editor, ”because “old
Figuring out what I was Humour™ editor” insulted him. Awww....he’s happy.
to w rite about has been
rather difficult. I could have
gone on a huge ‘This is what is happening nomically correct.
in my life” trip, telling you what I have been
Perhaps this was something passed
doing after college. Then, I realized that I down from sicko female friend to sicko fe
really don’t care what I’ve been doing, so male friend, much like a myth of old. “In
you probably wouldn’t either. I also thought the old days, the women of old swam in the
about writing the quintessential “Montclair seas, befriending the crustaceans and lov
sucks because...” article, but I know that if ing them.” No. I don’t see that. Greek
you attend my alma mater, you don’t need a myth had many accounts of women “be
column to tell you how bad most of the in friending” animals- be they bulls, swans, or
cidentals suck. In their stead, I have decided otherwise- and I don’t think our scaly exto talk about some things many of you may oskeletal friends of the sea were in the Hel
identify w ithrsex, m usic, and the lenic mythos.
Wrestlemania 2000™ video game for N64:
Or maybe the lobster was...no, that’s it.
1) Sex: I’m sure that most of you have I’m at puking stage over here. Let’s move
read the infamous “lobster lover” e-mail that on to the next topic.
has been passed around like some disgust
2) Music: What the t$@* is with rock
ing variant of the flu. For those of you that these days? The Backstreet Boys are nomi
haven’t received this horrid account, here’s nated for “Best Album of the Year”?! Let
a synopsis: Horny woman uses lobster to me repeat that: the Backstreet Boys!!?! The
take care of her “needs,” lobster poops in good boys at N ’Sync will probably win
woman, woman gives birth to many shrimp some stupid f@&$ing award as well (What
because of said lobster poop, woman faints real band uses an asterisk in their name?).
after seeing said shrimp, woman’s head hits Where the hell is Kiss or Rammstein? They
bowl, woman dies of a brain hemorrhage should have eaten these little teenie beenie
from said toilet bowl (containing said boppers for breakfast. You may hate heavy
shrimp).
metal, but you have to admire its honesty.
Now that I’ve made you all vomit, this
Am I the only one in this country that
is what I think: This cannot be the truth. thinks that this is totally wrong? Most me
Now, I know that women are as sick (if not dia sources are gushing over these Menudo
worse) than many men. I know that below rejects. Rolling Stone, the formerly “hip,”
the calm exterior of a woman’s affect lurks “cool,” and “with-it” “relevant indie maga
a torrid, lusty, and tempestuous whirlwind zine” has articles that gush praise onto these
of passion. However, I just don’t see a
See O ’Sullivan on Page 22
woman putting “lobster” and “sex” together.
♦Except for Janet Reno, Star Jones, Rosie
To ‘ell with that, I cannot imagine a man
doing this, and we are all sick bastards. All O’Donnell, et al.
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FINAL EDITOR’S NOTE: IT HAS BEEN
Never Lies
MY PRIVILEGE TO SERVE AS EDITOR
CONT. FROM PAGE 21

(Feb. 20 to farcii 21): J)o pot bother
trgioti to proVc goùrself to cVcrg gehoo with 3 title
like ‘iDoctoi;” ‘iDeao ofjfaidcots,” or “ìoùr 'Hppoc”
"fe e people will haVe to accept god for the ipess
of cipotiops ¿où are.
(Irretì 22 to T^pril 19): §c patiept Witt]
the people ip goùr life as theg arc idiots apd get
copfúsed easily ^lapt then) ip fropt of a laVa
laipp apd tell thero that eVil spirits ipakc it Work.
■RURJJ5 (^Lpril 20 to % 20): Jforpc rpag
call ¿où stùbborp, bût igporc then). ìoù are right
apd theg are wropg, cpd of storg. 7(ftcr all, oplg
¿où cap ipake the papeakes dapcc.
GF/UHl (Flag 21 to Júpc 21): Get ûp, get oùt,
apd get goipg Ho, rcaiig G CT u F j Í T 0 Ú T
GtLTGOlNG HOW!
fljrptrek traip has
derailed apd is rpakipg a beelipe for goùr hoùse!
O tfC Ö lÖ ü p e 22 to Jûlg 22): î^ipgsterioùs
Virús caúses (¿peer to reVert to the ifpbbesiao
3tatc of Hatùre. ìoù bccorpe feral, grow faogs
apd excess bodg fp ; dod cat like srpall apirpafe
ìoù arc pow readg for professiopal Wrestlipg.
H O (jûlg 23 to P(ùg 22):3oipeope is Watchipg
goù Vcrg Verg closelg. It’s the Faster Çùppg!
% ’s bored, apd ht sùrprises Iço carig this gear
With a basket füll of jcllg beaps, chocolate eggs,
apd those pùrple iparshmallow chickcp things.

m

VIRÇO
23 to JJcpt. 22): ìoùr ipoop is ip
the H?ùse of the Rjsipg^P- Wait, that cap’t be
right. Parprpit, Fipegao, hake goù beep plagipg
With rpg telescope? ìoù Were peekipg ip the
wipdows of laptop again, werep’t goù?
(5ept. 23 to Oct. 22): F\ep are fron)
% s , Wôrpep are froip Vepùs. iet there’s ope
thipg that both sexes cap agree op. We all like
sorpe good lokip’. Flagbe if we all got jùst a little
ipore, we woùldp't care what plapet we were froip.
3Q R £!P (Oct. 23 to Hok. 21): ìoù Will sigp ùp
for a pight class at the local adúlt school. It is
Groùp ìodelipg. ìoù Will be ipistakep for ap allcg
cat apd get a shoe throwp ip goùr face while
doipg goùr hoipework.
3A G lTT?(R lij5 (Hok. 22 to Pec. 22): lake a
lessop ip lokc froip Fat bastard. Hothipg tùrps
woipep op iporc thap ap 800 poùpd ipap ip a kilt
plagipg the bagpipes. "Fjc girls will flock to goù.
C W D R P P « . 23 to Jap. 20): ?
dap. 21 to ftb. 19): We lost (¿pricorp’s
horoscope so the two of goù Will hake to share.
3haripg is good. 3haripg is friepdlg ìoùr
horoscope this week is . . . crap, we lost it.

a dilemma. I can’t figure out what to write
for my final column as an editor.
(My suggestion is that you kill yourself
off. It worked fbr me.)
But I don’t want to kill myself. What
happens when people see me around cam
pus still alive?
(Good point. Hmm. What super powers
do you have?)
None. All I can do really well is play
Goldeneye. Wait, that’s it! Thanks!
(What did I do?)
Shut up and go away for now.
(Hey, screw you, I’m just trying to help.)
Remembering the skills I have learned
by wasting hours playing Goldeneye, I was
prepared for the onslaught of a full-grown
antosaur. Using a cheat code, I...
(All right, just stop right there, I’m tak
ing over.)
What? What are you doing?
( Are you kidding me? 60-foot antosaur,
my aunt’s fanny. You call that writing?)
Well, I...
(Dammit, Finegan, I’m going to have
come out of retirement and take back my
section before you and your arm y of
antosaurs #*@% it up.)
Won’t we have to dust off the cobwebs
and oil your joints with WD-40? Oil Can!
Oil Can!
(Very funny, wise ass.)
Hey, what’s in it for me if you take over?
(What does that mean?)
I mean if you’re the editor, doesn’t that
mean that you’ll have to stay awake until 3
a.m. every Monday and Tuesday night work
ing on the section?
(Well, I suppose...)
And all the angry people who can’t get
the joke will tell YOU off?
(That’s only if I...)
And you have to deal with those god
awful Macintosh computers?
(Now wait a minute, here...)
YES! I’m free! As of this moment, I am
editor no longer! Montclair State Univer
sity, welcome back former Humour™ edi
tor, John J. O’Sullivan, editor until infinity.
G’nite!
(Get back here, you little bastard!
You...oh, crap, what have I done? He didn’t
even finish his section. Let’s see, it’s...FOUR
A.M. ?!? ON WEDNESDAY? Looks like
I’m gonna be here for a while. Think I’ll
take a nap...)

FOR THE PAST THREE SEMESTERS. I
WISH TO THANK MY READERS, MY
WRITERS, AND A CHICKEN NAMED
ESTHER, WITHOUT WHOM I WOULD
BE JUST ANOTHER RAVING IDIOT.

O’Sullivan
CONT. FROM PAGE 21
non-talents. I haven’t subscribed to that hor
rid rag for years. I’ve used my old issues as
compost. I think I’ve grown.
Thank God for jazz. Granted, there are
a few rotten Kenny G. flavored bastards in
the bunch but on the whole most of the
music is good. Rock, on the other hand,
needs an enema. Oh no. Scatological ref
erence. Time to move on:
3) Wrestlemania 2000™: Oh my good
ness. This has to be the most important in
vention ever. I cannot sing enough praises
of this fantastic game. Thank goodness I
don’t go to school anymore-I would blow
off so many hours of study (and classes) to
play this game.
Back in the day (2,031 years ago) the
big deal was Mortal Kombat for Sega. My
fraternity brothers and I would sit in the liv
ing room of our house and play this game
for days on end. Even some of my brothers
who were resistant to MK eventually be
came converts. This was before the glori
ous 3-D rendering of the N64. If we had
Wrestlemania 2000™, I think we would all

be working in fast food establishments with
out a Grade Point Average to speak of. This
game is so good.
For those of you who aren’t in the know,
one of the best aspects of this game is the
design mode. You can make your own wres
tlers and have them square off against your
favorite superstars. I have my own wres
tler who I have made look exactly like me.
He’s got the reddish hair, the sunglasses, the
eyebrow, the Union Jack tights - and my un
canny ability to lay the smackdown on my
opponent’s “roody-poo candy ass.” This is
crucial because it captures the true John J.
O ’Sullivan. In my office, if some poor
jabroni gets in my way, I check his (or her)
sorry arse into the Smackdown Hotel, where
upon every visit, he (or she) will receive a
complementary fist in his (or her) mouth and
foot up his (or her) arse. Do you
smellllllllllllllll what John J. O’Sullivan...is
cooking? He (or she) most certainly did.
Perhaps you can’t smell what I’m cook
ing. I may have no life, but I’ll tell you - 1
can do the people’s elbow, and that means
something. It must. It does, damnit! Stop
looking at me that way! No, I don’t have
too much free time...

Humour™
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The Dangers of Not Smoking
A New Perspective On W hy To Continue That Bad Habit
By Brian Cross
/ only smoke after sex.... I just don Vsmoke
Don’t smoke. Smoking is bad. Ciga
rettes kill. Each of these phrases has been
drilled into your head for as long as you
can remember. For years and years, you
have bqen struggling under the immense
push of peer pressure of whether you should
light up that cigarette or not. Should I take
a puff, or should I take a hike? And more
likely than not, the right decision was the
one not to take a whiff of that cancer stick
and spare your already malformed lungs.
Tree huggin’ retards from all over the
nation are coughing in unison, tempting the
corrupt government with dreams of more
votes in an effort to push for a ban on ciga
rettes, and all other slightly fun things.
Already, they have taken smoking out of
many public places - for example, librar
ies, schools and churches. It’s a favorite of
mine, after communion to light up a stogie
and spit on the
floor o f the
chapel while
saying
my
“Hail Mary.”

Mason-Dixon line. What skills do these
people have besides sitting on their front
porch and doing their sister? What type of
job market will want to hire Billy Bob and
Skeeter? Do you want them building your
cars?
Only one place will hire such incompe
tence. McDonald’s. Every retard and his
mother could get a job at McDonald’s.
So now we got hundreds of inbred ruffi
ans making your Egg McMuffins, and we
all know how incompetent these people are.
One day you will head down to the local
Mickey D’s and order a Big Mac. You’ll
bite into that succulent burger and find a dead
possum inside. Totally disgusted, you’ll
scream and cause a scene. The place will
come under investigation and go out of busi
ness. This will happen at McDonald’s all
across the nation. With all the new found em
ployees ruining their market, they will lose
business, and McDonald’s will go out of
business in about one business week.

T h e s e

people
are
pushing for
stronger laws,
to ban c ig a 
rettes alto 
gether,
so
these patheti
cally
anal
yuppies can
have a few
more kids and
pollute the
earth for a few
extra months.
Well, suppose
our govern
ment did sup
port a ban on
cigarettes in
our once great
nation. Just
think if Uncle
Sam hopped
out of bed one
morning and said, “All right folks, we found
out that a minority of you doesn’t like smok
ing, so the rest of you have to suffer. From
now on, no one can smoke under penalty
of a ticket, and maybe a day in jail.”
Sure sounds ridiculous, doesn’t it? Why
in their right mind would the government
want to do such a thing? Just to piss of
people all over the nation? Well, anyway
this is not my point. I hate smoking, it’s
killed several people that I know, and if it
hasn’t yet, something else will. The point
that I want to argue is what if the world
suddenly decided that there would be no
more smoking. What sort of consequences
would we have? Would the stock market
fall? Would doves fly into the sky declar
ing a new age of peace? Will Jimmy
Hoffa’s body actually show up?
Well, for a while everything would be
just fine. We would all continue with our
happy lives, and be blissfully happy in a
smoke-free world. Until the depression. A
depression, pick up that jaw. Just think
about it - for hundreds of years people have
been selling, making and packaging to
bacco. What about the millions that do this
for a living? What would happen to them?
Well they would all be out of jobs. And I
mean every one of them, from the guy that
picks the tobacco, to that stupid camel guy.
Even that hom eless bum that buys
Marlboro’s for all the local 12 year olds.
All these unemployed rednecks running
around trying to find a job will divide into
two groups. Those who will get jobs and
those who won’t. Well, a majority of these
tobacco plants are spread throughout every
hick town and backwater swamp below the

With McDonald’s going out of business,
our job market will be a mess, all the dregs
of society will wander around looking for
whatever job that they can find. Our job
market will be a mess, our nation will fall
into a deep depression as society is ripped
away at its seams.
The other half of the unemployed ciga
rette employees, will go to our government
and beg for money. Everyone begs our gov
ernment for money. Hell, if the good oF U.S.
of A will give housing and food to every
crackhead with a heroin problem, why can’t
we give a few bucks to Bubba Ray? Yet the
millions and millions of redneck Kenny
Rogers’ fans will go to Uncle Sam and say
with their only two teeth, “Yo....Uhm....we
need s-s-s-s-s-some more cash, can ya uhm
give...us...yeah ya know.”
Now of course we’ll say, “Here you go,
take the money.” And someone like you and
me will have to pay for it. But let’s remem
ber the people of the South - they have a vio
lent past, and the second we say “No,” they
throw those pots on their heads and march
down to a courthouse with their 12- gauges
and blow something up.
So our nation is falling in to disarray,
something that no one thought was happen
ing. A secret army is planning to take over
the world while we worry about our own
little civil war. So we are using the majority
of our weapons on our own people while we
bomb the hell out of the South. With the
exception of Orlando. Florida isn’t really a

C ontinued on page 24

Anonymous Tow Truck D river
Talks A bout H is Childhood
car. In high school, my love of towing had
become well known. They used to call me
Mmmm...Cookies, I love twinkies they are soft
‘The Moose.’”
and sticky
I had at this time acquired all four rail
roads, and was closing in on Boardwalk.
Moose didn’t have a chance, but, for some
I’ve interviewed many celebrities, ath reason, he continued on with his story.
“As far as my love life goes, the pick
letes, politicians and dogs, but never had I
encountered such an emotional half hour ings have been slim. Nobody wants to date
of questioning. It was like Barbara Walters the Moose. I was feeling lonely. I used to
took a bite out of a Twinkie and asked for tow my doghouse when I was feeling blue.
thirds. It was journalism at its finest that Sometimes a little Fleetwood Mac would
takes me back to the golden days. There cheer me up. But little did I realize that my
were days when everyone cried during in life was about to change. A man from Mont
clair State University offered me a chance
terviews.
It was 4:30 in the morning when I re to tow in the big leagues (150 dollars per
ceived a call from an anonymous tow truck car)! I couldn’t believe my ears when I
driver. To protect his identity. I’ll refer to heard that sweet deal. I was about to live in
him as “Moose.” Moose has been towing the goldmine.”
I had some questions for Moose, but I
cars for almost 50 years, and has received
serious verbal and mental abuse from the forgot my notes, so he just went on and on.
I wasn’t paying attention. I needed a six to
slugs here at Montclair State.
“People need to know that I am a sensi land on free parking.
“Towing isn’t an easy life. You have to
tive man,” Moose stated as he sat in his
chair, “I have feelings that are easily hurt.” cover yourself in grime, and work late hours.
We settled down to a game of Monopoly Sometimes, I have to run to get a fresh kill
(unsuspecting violators). It’s tough, but I
and Moose began to share his past.
“We were a family of evil magicians, manage. I know it’s worthwhile when strug
living in an old abandoned gypsy wagon gling students hand me their only savings
we bought at the sheriff’s auction. My fa for the month. God, I love that look on their
ther starred in the Care Bears movie, and faces.”
Luxury Tax! Damn! That’s another 75
was raking in a lot of cash with his experi
dollars out of my pocket. We passed Go
ments.”
Moose at this point had three houses on and collected our 200 dollars. I was really
St. Charles Place. I was working on get starting to get into the game.
“There are these punks that shout nasty
ting all four railroads.
“My whole family wanted me to be a things at me when I tow, especially late at
evil magician like pa, but I yearned for a night, when I’m tired. I have a few things
more enlightening position in this world. to say to them...”
My eyes filled with tears. His cigarette
My mother compulsively double-parked in
front of the grocery market, and every time smoke was so thick it knocked me uncon
we went shopping, the tow truck driver scious.
“First off, the Moose is gone. He died
came along and took our car away. I would
watch him hook it up and lift it on the back when I graduated high school. Please, let
of his truck. It seemed to excite me. My the Moose ride into the sunset, let him have
mother would get very upset as the towing his peace. Let me have my peace, let me
company kept raising the bill, and ripping tow your cars. I’m doing you a service. If
we can make a truce, I’ll
her off. I realized that not
try not to drag your back
only was I interested, I
bumper next time. I’ll try
was hooked.”
to be the best tow truck
It was now my turn to
driver of all time, I prom
draw a card from the
ise.”
Community Chest. I was
It was the end of the
thrilled to win 10 dollars
game. Moose had gone
in the local beauty contest.
bankrupt. That’s what
Moose was buying all of
you get when you chal
the cheap properties and
lenge an ace reporter to a
setting up his houses. I
Parker Brothers game. I
moved in for the kill... he
continued to tell me his
found it quite enjoyable to
story.
laugh at him. He didn’t
“I was eight years old
think it was so funny. Oh
when I got my first
well, I have to go move
bumper hook and pair of
my car now. Good night,
boots. My father never
Moose.
encouraged my choice of
Editor's Note: Did it ever
Moose’sfather was usually
career. He hated it. He
occur to anyone else that
typecast. He played the
used to beat me severely
the Sm urfs were commie
wizard in Care Bears and
with his magic wand ev
bastards? We at Humour
ery time I tried to hitch his
even Gargamel in the Smurfs.
are investigating!
By JefT Hill
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Light Up, Its Our Only Hope!
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 23
^ ^ ^ b y e . finz. w e 'll miss y o u ^ ^

part of the South. It’s all old people and and feast on the flesh of humans. Our world
Mickey Mouses.
will fall in to chaos. Instead of Planet of
Finally, the secret army
the Apes, it will be Planets
reveals itself. Since the
—
—
of the Cow s, but cows
crash of the fast food indus
won’t be smart. They will
“A ggh...M y skin
try, cows every where are
just be bloodthirsty and
now avoiding the slaughter
feed on our flesh as we
is on fire! It
and their numbers are rising.
climb into trees to avoid
burns! I can’t
Millions of irate cows every
their despair. Civilization
feel m y legs!
where are stampeding over
as we know disappears, our
sun explodes, enveloping
the great plains of the Mid
Som ething is
the first three planets of our
west and are taking over un
growing out o f
important states like Ohio.
solar system, and our little
m y head! HELP!
Our nation will attempt to
planet will drift away in to
thwart the efforts of these
the void, until it is swal
-Doctor Smith
bloodthirsty cows, but be
lowed up by the galactic
MSU Chemisty
cause we spent so many of
starcruisers of an advanced
professor
our warheads blowing up
civilization. These super
trailer parks in South Caro
intelligent beings will
lina, our attempts will be fu- --------------study our past and simply
tile as the army of cows take
say, “Well, maybe they
over their homeland. They will feast on the should have kept smoking.”
open plains of grass and in a few short weeks
will run out of grass. While mankind re
groups its forces in a last effort to repel the Editor 's Note: I hale people who sit at my table and talk
cow army, the cows will turn carnivorous fo r three hours. I rail them “squatters. ” They suck.

s
ACROSS

1 Like the
Kalahari
S Jungle birds
11 Mythical
monster
14 RN's
specialty
17 Actress
Rowlands
IB Lawrence's
locale
19 Chanteuse
Edith
21 Queens
stadium
22 Grace
Kelly's final
film
24 Money
drawer
25 Semester
26 Fred’s sister
27 Ultimate
2B Capri, for
one
29 Cabell or
Slaughter '
30 Native >»
Peruvian
33 Blood
component
36 Off course
36 Jean
Harlow’s
final film
42 Tabula —
43 Button pan
44 Assist
45 Director
Craven
46 Chasm
46 TV s “Boy

— World*

51 Rubbish
1

2

s

99 Singer
54 Leas
demanding
Helen
5 7 T a k a a ta x i 101 Israeli
80 Short
diplomat
swim
103 Mink's coat
105 Waterston
61 — Aviv
63 School grp.
or
64 Yearbook
Wanamaker
features
106 Let out the
lava
66 W hen
Strasbourg 109 Eye part
111 Peter
sizzles
67 Nags subtly
Lorre's final
70 Actor
film
114 Ambush
Tognazzi
man
72 Redolence
73 Adams or 115 CpI. Walter
McClurg
O'Reilly
117 Director
74 Vocalized
75 Vivien
Nicolas
Leigh's final 118 Ballyhoo
film
119 “Green — “
76 Mild oath
(’90 film)
79 Press
121 Swell
80 Amos or
place?
Spelling
123 Wise guys
81 Nourished 127 Piccadilly
62 Actor
figure
126 Eager
McGavin
129 John
84 12 doz.
85 Texas city
Wayne's
87 Mack or
final film
Knight
132 Navel
store?
69 Wahine's
neckwear 133 Verne
captain
90 Sneeze and
134 Spring
wheeze
holiday
91 *— o’clock
scholar“
135 Loathe
92 Soccer shot 136 Paw part
95 With
137 Fal behind
116 Down, 136 Answer for
Touched by
an admiral
an AngeT 139 From the
star
top

3

17
22

w

DOWN
1 Turkish title
2 Tim of
“Simon &
Simon"
3 “Picnic"
playwright
4 Showy
flower
5 — jacket
6 Geometry
term
7 First base
man?
8 Helps a
hood
9 Shrivel
up
10 Utter
11 Best
12 Journalist
Jacob
13 “La Divlna'
14 Gary
Cooper's
final film
15 Artist
Neiman
16 Machine
parts
20 Meat on the
bones
21 Tristram
Shandy“
author
23 Dispatched
31 B urs
32 '58 Pulitzer
34 Fury
35 Seize
37 Subdues
Simba
36 HS exam

39 Word on a
pump
40 Nutritional
abbr.
41 PDQ,
politely
47 Tolkien
character
49 Renaissance
painter
50 Velocity
52 Play
ground?
53 Spell
55 "— Cupid"
('58 hit)
56 Othello's
ensign
58 ‘— you sol"
59 — fin
62 Rice's
vampire
65 Like a cobra
67 Dreiser’s
“Sister —“
66 Henry
Fonda's
final fMm
69 Musical
Dinah
71 Wrong
73 Mysterious
74 It makes
candy
dandy
76 Worth or
Papas
77 Greek
cheese
83 Chianti
color
85 Store
86 T e l Joey“
author
86 Adroit

93 Geraint's
lady
94 German
valley
96 D-Day
craft
97 — Cruces,
NM
98 Goffer
Alcott
100 Least
humid
102 '58 Everfy
Brothers
hit
104 Antique
auto
107 Pie nut
106 Do Europe
110 Strut
112 Cuban
currency
113 Erie's
colleague
114 Neighbor of
Jordan
116 See 95
Across
118 Employees
120 “Green
Mansions*
girt
122 Actress
Nielsen
124 — -Carlo
Menotti
125 Puma del —
126 Prepare
prunes
128 Darjeeling
export
130 “W
131 Metallur
gist's
concern

D ilb e rt®
by

Scott

PLY PA RTN ER IS
C H A N N E L IN G THE
A NG RY ENERG Y
OF A THO U SAN D
DEAD S O U LS.

f PUT TO G ETHER A
DEMO OF O UR NEW
PRO DUCT. O UR
CEO W A N TS TO
SEE I T .

THE TECHNOLOG Y DEMO

i

IF I T HAD A USER
IN TE R FA C E YOU
W OULD SEE SO M E
T H IN G H E R E . . .
H ERE. . A ND SO M E-

— i
THE SOFTW ARE
IS N 'T 1 0 0 2
CO M PLETE.

!

AND TH EN YO U'D
—BE S A Y IN G . T
GO TTA GET ME
SOME OF TH A T."

I'M P L A N N IN G TO
G IV E W ORTHLESS
AW ARDS TO FAM OUS
PEOPLE

IF ENOUGH
C E L E B R IT IE S
COME TO THE
AWARD C EREM O NY,
I T W IL L BECOME
P R E S T IG IO U S . T

I ’VE NEVER HEARD
OF THE DOG BERT
G U L L IB IL IT Y
AWARD, B UT IT S
AN H O NO R T O BE
N O M IN A T E D .

THE L IF E T IM E
G U L L IB IL IT Y
AWARD GOES TO
. B O B F LA B EAU .

I W OULD READ
B O B S B IO G R A PH Y
B UT IT S C O M P R IS E D
E N T IR E L Y OF FALSE
M E M O R IE S PLANTED
BY H IS HERBAL
T H E R A P IS T .

I T LOOKS L IK E A
S T IC K B U T IT S
S O L ID GO LD. <T

Æ

a i i s

118
127

136

W HY C A N T
YO U BE M ORE
L IK E THAT?

'-------y----------------
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132

Adams

J
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Where did we
put the
Wordfind this
week? Oh, yeah.
We forgot it.
Oops. Sorry!
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The Teaching
Opportunity Program

Hom
em
adeIceCm

Is Teaching On Your Horizon?
Are you a graduate with a bachelor’s degree in mathematics,
science or a related analytical field and a strong academic
record? Through the new Teaching Opportunity Program (TOP)
Scholarships you can build the foundation of a career as an
educator teaching in New York City’s
public schools, earn your master’s degree,
and guarantee a successful future for
thousands of students.

NOW HIRING
SEASONAL HELP
Positions Range:
$6.00 to $8.00 per Hr

Apply to be a TOP Scholar today.

TOP Schblarships Provide:
■ r '.'

ïj

■-

-

Evenings and Weekends

!;;

A Full Tuition Scholarship for a Master’s
Degree that will lead to New York State
Teacher Certification
’’ 1
'
't
A Guaranteed Teaching Position in a
New York City Public School
A Fully Supported Summer Preparation Program

Flexible Shifts

For more Information and an application
call (212) 794-5444/5446 or visit our website at

w w w .to p .c u n y .e d u
A col l abo rat iv e initiative bet we en

T he City University
O f N e w York
and

The Bo a r d of
Ed uc ati on

T hi&

Call 973-744-5900 or
Turn in Application at:

yV<lry

c u
N Y

*
i

616 Grove Street • Upper Montclair, NJ

o n t c l a r io n

w ill be holding elections
fo r the positions of.

Thursday, February 24, 2 0 0 0
8:00 p.m .
Student Center Annex 113
All Executive Board members, Editors,
Assistant Editors, and Staff Writers
who have contributed to five issues are eligible to vote.
Please contact Justin Vellucci at 973.655.5230
with any questions or concerns.

The Montclarion is a Class One organization o f the SGA.

The “Sun Spa” Tanning and 0 2 Bar conveniently located just
ONE mile south of Montclair State University is New Jersey’s
premiere tanning salon. If you’re planning to party on the
beach be sure to “PRE-TAN” at The Sun Spa!
You’ll look your best and feel great
with a deep, golden tan... and avoid
looking like a lobster - after the very
first day of your vacation in the sun.
Tanning &02Salon

Tut SunSw

• Enjoy a 10% Student discount with a MSU ID.
• email us at sunspa@gateway.net

THREE FREE
SESSIONS!
Buy a package of Ten
Sessions and get
three free.

241 Lorraine Avenue,
Upper Montclair
973-655-1994

ONE FREE SESSION!

FREE Oz SESSION!

Enjoy a session in our
state of the art facial &
upper body tanner.
Non claustrophobic!

Buy one refreshing
Oxygen Therapy
session and get
one free.

•F«fSmteeipm*wly.

T h e m o n t c la r jo n

C lassifieds
C hild C are W anted
Immediate opening caring for bright 6
yr. old boy. $10/hr. M-F 3:45 to 7 p.m.
Upper Montclair. D/L, English,
references required. (973)744-6464.

H elp W anted
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throughout New Jersey. Our summer
employees can earn $8,000 to
$10,000 plus. Viking Pest Control, a
leader in the pest management field,
offers paid internships to qualified
students. Managment and sales
posisitions available after graduation.
Call today to start your future. 800618-2874

Discrete trial therapist needed for 3
years autistic child. Opportunity to be
trained. Home program in Garfield.
Monday Tuesday Wednesday, 2
hours from 4 to 7 p.m. Saturday and
Sunday anytime. Salary Open. Call
Vini at (973)417-8809, or (973)4780174.______________________________
If you have some creativity, a
nationally known bridal designer
needs full or part time help in her
studio in Milburn, New Jersey. Call
(973)467-5500. After 6 p.m. (973)7621001_______________________________

to the 13,000 students of MSU.

Call
FLORIDA JAMA|CA|

Cancún Specials

advertising

S t a r t in g a t

-T#-

$ 4 4 9

:ment at

S p a c e i s L i m i t e d !!

cantoday!!!

S t a r t in g a t

Instead of dreaming about summer,
start thinking about it. Counsellorssummer day camp, Morris county
area. 8 wk season, Mon-Fri. Openings
for colege students for general group
consellors as well as specialists for
waterfront & boating (LGT’s), tennis,
gymnastics, video, radio and dance.
For a great summer call (973)3471230.______________________________
Looking to make big money, habve a
good driving record, and like working
outdoors, we want you. Positions
*
*
■*
-*
*
★
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

£ Positions Available Irnm ^jfstelyJ
it

t

fo r
Scientists,
*********

*

*
Science Noi+h<errfial New/eisey j
i t I» <uir«rtly looking fot rUtd<obto wwfc *
* Í-* houw a weekteaching science danés *
i t to
Excellent piy-itoclidfng training},1*
*>
*

Eaf
655-5237.
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Gymnastics instructor P/T- Montclair
YMCA- boys and girls class and team
levels (USAG 4-9). Flexible hours.
Gymnastic experience necessary.
Please call Meghan Feeny, Director
(973)744-3400 ext. 116Get ready for summer! Multicultural
summer day camp is hiring dedicated
professionals to work with children.
Many posistions available: Lifeguards,
counselors and teaching posisitions.
Call the Montclair YMCA (973)7443400.______________________________

TheMontclarion

w is n a n B A H A M A S MEXICO

Looking for bright, energetic sales
clerk. Part-time and weekends
available. Call (973)743-0610,
between 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m,
Montclair-based theatre seeks
intelligent and motivated individual for
20-25 hrs/wk to handle customer
inquiries by phone, e-mail, and fax.
Proficiency in MS Office required
(Word/Excel/Access). $8/hr. Send
letter/resume to ArtsPower, 39 South
Fullerton Ave. Montclair, NJ 07042, or
e-mail: info@artspower.org.__________

For only $10 you can reach out
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or over 8 0 years, TIAA-CREF has
been the leading retirement company
on Americas campuses. But experience is
just one reason why so many smart
investors trust us with their financial
future. Here are a few more:
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Surprisingly low expenses
TIAA-CREF’s operating costs are among
the lowest in the insurance and mutual
fund industries.2 So more o f your money
goes where it should —toward ensuring
your future.

Superior strength

Easy diversification

With over $250 billion in assets under man
agement, TIAA-CREF is the world s largest
retirement organization —and among the
most solid. Its one of the reasons why
Morningstar says, “TIAA-CREF sets the
standard in the financial services industiy.”1

We offer a wide variety of expertly
managed investment options to help build
your assets. We make it simple, too, with
stock, bond, money market, real estate,
and guaranteed options.

Solid, long-term
performance

We believe that our service distinguishes
us from eveiy other retirement company.
In the most recent Dalbar survey,
TIAA-CREF ranks tops in participation
satisfaction.3
Call today to find out how TIAACREF can help you build the financial
future you want and deserve.

We seek out long-term opportunities that
other companies, in pursuit of quick gains,
often miss. Though past performance can’t
guarantee future results, this patient philos
ophy has proven extremely rewarding.

Unrivaled service

*

*

Po Voti'

*
*

* Love Working with cbiljre«

ï

* H a re full-time »coas
♦Mjwe 4n outgoing personality/

*
* '
*

Î

*
*
*
★
*

To find out more - give us
a call or visit our website
E n s u r in g th e fu tu r e
f o r th o s e w h o s h a p e i t T

1 8 0 0 8 4 2 -2 7 7 6

www.tiaa-cref.org

I

if you amwensj y<»to tl*» quation*
*
giveto aoil at (97$) 3+41880
*
and set upan intervie*.
*

^Momingslar Variable Annuiiie.‘llife , 6/30/99. ^Standard f ’ Poor* lMura nee Rating Analysis. 1999; and Upper Analytical Services. Inc.. UpperDirerfor>> 'Analytical Data, 1999 (quarterly).
^DALBAR. Inc.. 1997Defined Contribution Excellence Rating.». For more complete information, including charges and expenses, call 1 800 842-2733. ext. 5509. for CR EF and TIAA Real Estate
Account prospectuses. Read them carefully before you invest or send money. TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services distributes C REF certificates and interests in the TIAA Real
Estate Account.
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Awarding Weekend for M SU s Wresding and
Hockey Programs

Wrestling Coach Steve Strellner (left)
was nam ed the M etro Conference Coach
o f the Year on Saturday. Florian Ghinea
(below) was nam ed M ost O utstanding
Wrestler a t the same event. Prior to the
first game o f the M id-A tlantic Collegiate
Hockey Conference Playoffi, forw ard
K evin M icek (bottom) was nam ed the
M ost Valuable Player o f the league. Also
honored was Jared Waimon, who was
nam ed as the leagues top goaltender
after posting a 2 .33 Goals Against
Average.

By Mike Halper

It was an exciting day for M S U ’s “other” sports on
Saturday, as three players and one coach were recognized
for their tremendous efforts over the course o f the winter
season.
.v
The M SU W restling team w ent into the weekend as
D ivision I ll’s 15th-ranke<Tfeam, with three top-five wres
tlers. At the M etropolitan Conference W restling Cham
pionships, held at Panzer G ym on Saturday, one o f those
w restlers, 1998 N C A A N ation al C ham pion Florian
Ghinea, blew by his rivals en route to w inning the 141pound w eight class and tig? tournament’s M ost Outstand
ing Wrestler award. G hinea defeated
Frank
Ferguson by pin in 1:03, York C ^ U e ^ t ’w k ^ ' i o a s t by
pin in 3:22, and then defeated j n ^ I f c f e M j f t n n a n d i n
by technical fall, w itlfa. so

'

The MSU team had three other top finishers in the
tournament, with Rami Ratel, 1999 NCAA National
Champion Dom inic Dellagatta, and freshman Brad
Christie all getting through their share of opponents. The
top finishers in each weight class earned an automatic
the NCAA Division III National Championships
in Ada, Ohio.
by a narrow maigin, finishplace and 13th-ranked
TCNJ also won fo u r weight
classes, and is sending six competitors to the National
Championships.
For his outstanding coaching of the MSU wrestlers,
who have now won die Metro Tournament two straight
years, Head Coach Steve Strellner was honored for the
second straight year as the Metro Conference’s Coach of
^ |lje Year for the 1999-2000 season.
^
J4TIC (S^fellijier has been involved in coachira t l ^ l j f t i
tling te a ^ s jn c e 1974, when he b e c ^ e & m assistant f o / V * ^
\
his old coaih,!%.arry Schiacchetano. ¿Since then, Strellner
^
has helped M SU w in tw o National Championships, in
197P apd 1986, %nd has been ijamed National C oach,of
the Year, also in |9 8 6 . H e has seen 50 different D ivision
III All-A m ericans, w ho have racked up 81 All-Am erican
honors. He has also coached 19 D ivision III Individual
Champions.
Saturday, the M SU H ockey team was in the
Later
ockey Center for the M ici^ jQ ta ^ C ollegi^^A ^;*^
rvm nfirvri

HTLa t n n m f im c U o r l

«

P O / ' A f l rl

nd

in the league with a 7-3-2 record, one point behind first
place Rider University. B efore the evening’s opening
contest, a gam e between Rider and the University o f Penn
sylvania, M -A C H A President Les Schriber gave out the
annual awards for the league.
A m ong others, M S U freshm an K evin M icek was
awarded the M -ACIJA M ost Valuable Player plaque, as
voted on by the sevèri head coaches o f the league. M icek
has been out with àn injured ankle for the second half o f
the season, blit in 10 M -A C H A gam es, he racked up 21
goals, five behind the leader, and 11 assists. Head Coach
Matt M aniscalco has described the lefty from Bayonne
as a “Man among boys,” and apparently the other coaches
agree.
A lso honored for h is play w as goalten d er Jared
Waimon, who had a league-leading 2.33 Goals Against
A verage. H e w as r e c o g n iz e d as the le a g u e ’s top
goaltender w hile playing in six gam es and earning a
record o f 4-1-1. W aimon also put up a 91.3 save per
centage, about a point and a half behind Vinnie Prestinari
o f Monmouth University.

WRESTLING PICTURES: LIZBETH VICTORERO/ MONTCLARION
HOCKEY PICTURES: MICHAEL HALPER/ MONTCLARION
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Pro Wrestling From the First Row
With Fred

Kurt Angle recently
came into some
WWF gold, and
looks like he's on the
way to earning some
more in a feu d with
IC Champ Chris
Jericho.

Your Weekly Sports-Entertainment Source... With Fred!
By Fred Stolarski III
Sports Columnist

Hello wrestling fans and welcome back
to The First Row. We took a little break last
week, but this week we’re back with an all
new format for you. First, I’d like to tell
you a little about the latest news in the wres
tling industry.
At this past Sunday’s WCW Pay-PerView, Superbrawl, Scott Hall was injured
during the main event. The injury is said to
be a bruised spinal column, which Hall
claims happened about the time Jeff Jarrett
cracked him over the head with a six-string.
Hall said that he told Sid to go easy on the
power bomb that followed the guitar shot,
but apparently Sid did not hear him. Much
speculation has been voiced about the seri
ousness of his injury.
Recently, there has been a lot of talk
about Hall being released from WCW, there
fore many thought this injury may have been
a hoax and just part of the storyline. I, for
one, do not doubt its seriousness. Hall has
been battling personal problems and addic
tions that have carried over to the ring for
years, and I think WCW has finally had
enough.
Tank Abbott may find himself at home
for a while after his little knife-pulling stunt
at Superbrawl. WCW claims to have noth
ing to do with this incident, and it looks like
Tank will be suspended for a while.
The Godfather of Soul, James Brown,
came to Superbrawl after weeks of The Cat’s
claims that the two are good friends. Did
you really doubt the Cat? You shouldn’t!
After all, he is the greatest. Just ask him,
he’ll tell you!
ECW superstar Sabu was supposed to
make his WCW debut this month, but in
stead he will be working the indy circuit for
a few months while ECW and WCW fight
over his contractual status. It seems as
though Sabu is still under contract with
ECW, and they don’t look like they’re go
ing to let him go with out a fight. Look for
this one to end up on Court TV sometime in
the near future.

European Championship last week. This is
only the first of many accomplishments Kurt
will have in the WWF. I see Angle maineventing blockbuster cards in the years to
come.
Could Bret Hart be planning his retire
ment? Well, Hart’s contract with WCW
expires later this year and the way things
have gone for him over the past few years, I
think it’s time. The Hitman will most likely
come back to make one final mark on the
industry before hanging them up. My only
hope is that WCW will let him go out with
dignity and the respect he deserves.
Around the industry, there has been a lot
of talk about Shawn Michaels appearing at
WrestleMania. I’m not too sure it’s going
to go through, though, since he was hospi
talized for a few hours last week due to de
hydration:
The WWF might be making plans to
split up The Hardy Boyz in time to book a
match between them for WrestleMania. Al
though this is still just a rumor, the talk has
been around for a while now. If it is true,
look for Jeff to take the face side and Matt
to go heel.
The main event for WCW’s next PPV,
Uncensored, is said to be Sid taking on Ric
Flair for the World Championship. The twist
to this story is that earlier in the week on
the Howard Stern show, an advertisement
was aired billing the main event to be 51year old Ric Flair versus 55-year old Terry
Funk in a Death Match for the title. Is this
WCW’s way of trying to spark interest in
their programming or does absolutely no one
in WCW know what they are doing? Keep
your eye on this story as it unfolds in the
weeks to come.

Rocky and X-Pac have been having prob
lems in the locker room, and the feud is soon
going to be spilling over into the ring over
the next few weeks. The second big rumor
is that there will be a feud between X-Pac
and Triple H.
If indeed Triple H loses his title to Foley
at No Way Out this Sunday, look for the feud
to begin soon, resulting in a DX face-turn.
X-Pac may also get the boot from the group,
with The Rock taking his place. Person
ally, I couldn’t possibly ever see The
People’s Champ joining D-Generation X,
but this is the WWF... where anything is
possible.

Random Thoughts
WCW has such a talented roster. When
are they going to start using it?
Is it cleverness or coincidence that
Sunday’s WWF Pay-Per-View is titled No

Way Out? It couldn’t possibly be a stab at
the WCW’s nWo group, could it?
What more are they going to put Mae
Young through before they announce that
she lost the baby?
Where is the Undertaker?
If anyone besides me remembers when
Master P and The No Limit Soldiers were
in WCW, you hopefully recall a rather large
man they called 4 x 4 . Well he is the new
third member of Harlem Heat. Just in case
you were wondering where you saw him
before, now you know!
It seems as though our time limit has
expired and another week of wrestling is in
the books. Questions? Comments?? Feel
free
to
send
me
Email
at
RedHawkSports@Hotmaii.com. That does
it for me this week. Until next week, stay
out of the nose bleed section!
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“MICHAEL DOl GLAS
...DELIVERS ONE
OF HIS REST
% PERFORMANCES IN
•WONDER ROYSif
A COMIC DAZXEER.

There are two big rumors going around
involving The Rock and DX. One is that

/ * ./ . ■ / •
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ECW’s injury list added a new member
this past Saturday. Spike Dudley injured
his knee during a match with Mike Awe
some. I haven’t gotten word on how seri
ous his injury is, but the new five year con
tract Spike just signed with ECW should
take away some of the pain.

Trams. I t o ll . l M .
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•‘•WONDER BOYS' IS A
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In the WWF, Kurt Angle captured the
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BEGINS FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 2 5
NATIONAL AMUSEMENTS

No Way O ut:
Can Triple H
hold on to his
title?

REGAL CINEMAS

□3 AMBOY MULTIPLEX
CINEMA

COMMERCE CENTER IS
NORTH BRUNSWICK 9 4 0 0 3 0 0

SAYREVILIE 721 3 4 0 0

BEACON H IU 5

E H

SONY THEATRES

EAST HANOVER

B E L if VUE CINEMA 4

EAST HANOVER 7 7 7 E 1 M » 9 4 4

UPPER MONTCLAIR
777-FILM » 7 7 3

7 7 7 -fH M » 5 26

CLIFTON COMMONS 16
C U R 0N 6140644
CLEARVIEW CINEMAS

E H

CIOSTER CINEMA 4
CL0STER 7 6 8 4 8 0 0

EMERSON 777-FILM »915

REGAL CINEMAS

□□ HADLEY CINEMA 16
SOUTH PLAINFIELD 6 6 8 4 4 4 9
NATIONAL AMUSEMENTS

®
HAZLET MULTIPLEX
DIGITAL
CINEMASroute 3 6 H A A E T 2 6 4 -2 2 0 0

MANSFIELD CINEMA 16
CINEPLEX ODEON

CX] MENLO PARK MALL
CINEMAS
EDISON 777-FKM » 9 67

SONY THEATRES
FREEHOLD 7 7 7 - fllM »9B8

»681

GENERAL CINEMA

m

EMERSON QUAD

CLEARVIEW CINEMAS
KINNELON 11 7 7 7 H L M I9 9 7

HACKETTSTOWN
777-FILM » 6 48

( S FREEHOLD METROPLEX

GENERAL CINEMA

BRIDGEWATER
COMMONS 7 7 7 7 - fllM

E H

□o

_____

CLEARVIEW CINEMAS

E H

PARSIPPANY CINEMA 12

MIDDLEBROOK GALLERIA
CINEMA 10

SECAUCUS 777-FKM »732

MANVR1E 7 0 7 4 0 0 0
777-FKM «716
CINEPLEX OOE ON

OD ROUTE 4 TENPLEX
RARAMUS 777-FILM * 5 8 2

SONY THEATRES

m LOEWS SEACOURT
TOMS FKVER 7 7 7 4 K M » 6 69

»918

CLEARVIEW CINEMAS

E H

TENAFLY CINEMA 4
TENAFLY 777-FK M » 9 89
REGAL CINEMAS

0 0 TOWN CENTER PLAZA 16
EAST WINOSOR 3 71-8472
SPIROS

0 0 UNION THEATRES
UNION 6 8 6 4 3 7 3

0 0 LOEWS RIDGEFIELD PARK

•

EATONTOWN 7 7 7 4 K M » 9 65

c l e a r v ie w c in e m a s

SUCCASUNNA
CINEMA 10 7 7 7 T K M

CITY CINEMAS

0 0 READING M A N V U if 12

OCEAN 777-FK M * 7 2 6

( S MONMOUTH M A L I

_____

E H

PARSIPPANY 777-FK M »509

0 0 LOEWS PLAZA 6 THEATRE

CLEARVIEW CINEMAS

E H

LOEWS NEW BRUNSWICK

U S . HKjHWAY • 1
777-FK M » 6 9 7

CLEARVIEW CINEMAS

E H

CLEARVIEW CINEMAS

0 0 LOEWS BRICK PLAZA
THEATRE b r ic k t o w n s h ip

C ould X-Pac
turn on him an d
cause some
frictio n in DX?

E H

CRANFORD 2 7 8 9 1 2 0

SUM MIT 777-FILM »513
CLEARVIEW CINEMAS

HEADQUARTERS 10
MORRISTOWN 7 7 7-FK M »665

FLORIN CREATIVE

□□ CRANFORD FIVEPLEX

CLEARVIEW CINEMAS

E H

CLEARVIEW CINEMAS

E H

CLEARVIEW CINEMAS

E H

WARNER QUAD
R I0G E W 00 0 7 7 7 - fllM »581

0 0 LOEWS WAYNE
WAYNE 777-FK M »714
CLEARVIEW CINEMAS

E H

WAYNE

FLORM CREATIVE

W EAKNESS CINEMAS
Î m r ô S if T
________________________ M ___________________ WAYNE 777-FK M »7B7

ROCKY H U . 924-7 44 4
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Red Hawk Hockey Takes Another Loss at
Rewrites The the Hands o f Stony Brook
Records...
Again.
Tiger

By Mike Mazanec
Staff Writer

By Mike Mazanec
Staff Writer
Tiger Woods has increased people’s in
terest in golf while captivating the sports
world, winning six straight PGA Tour
events. Woods had both golf fans and non
golf fans holding their breath during his in
credible streak, which stretched over six
months. Tiger tied Ben Hogan with the sec
ond longest winning streak in Tour history.
It was the closest anyone has come to Byron
Nelson’s record of 11 straight wins in the
last 50 years.
During the streak, Woods won nearly
$4.6 million, and in the 24 rounds he was at
or below par 20 times for a stroke average
of 68.2. Despite the low average, Woods
didn’t run away with any of his victories.
His average margin o f victory was 1.67
strokes. It is more important, though, to ob
serve more closely who Woods beat and at
what tournaments. The list of runners-up
included Davis Love III, Vijay Singh, Ernie
Els and Phil Mickelson, all in the top 10 of
the World Golf Rankings.
It all started with the World Golf Cham
pionships-NEC Invitational on August 29,
which was only open to Ryder Cup and
Presidents Cup members. Tiger won the
World Golf Championships-American Ex
press Championship, which was only open
to the world’s top 50 players and top money
winners from tours around the world.
Woods also won the Tour Championship
where the top 29 money winners on the PGA
Tour competed, the Mercedes Champion
ships which was only open to 1999 PGA
Tour winners, and the AT&T Pebble Beach
National Pro-Am in which the top 10 play
ers from the 1999 PGA Tour Money List
played.
Tiger won twice in a playoff, but the
most exciting win had to be the last. Woods
trailed Matt Gogel by seven shots with seven
holes to play at Pebble Beach, but came back
to win by two. He used an eagle on the par4 15"' hole to play the final four holes in 4under. Hjs wedge shot from about a hun
dred yards out had just enough spin on it to
find its way into the hole. On the very next
hole, Tiger just missed holing out again on
what he said was a better shot.
The streak was fittingly ended at the
Buick In v itatio n al, Feb. 6, by Phil
Mickelson, who was runner-up to start the
streak. Mickelson entered the final round
with a tw o-shot lead over Shigeki
Maruyama, and six shots ahead of Woods.
“He’s going to have to do something pretty
extraordinary, which he’s capable of doing,”
Mickelson said after his second consecutive
67. “I don’t rule out anything with him.”
Having to come back from a deficit as
large as six strokes is nothing new to Tiger.
He had come back from sizable leads sev
eral times during the streak. Woods’ great
est comeback ever was in the 1998 Johnnie
Walker Classic in Thailand, when he came
from eight strokes back on the final day to
catch Ernie Els and beat him in a playoff.
Woods struggled for much of the day,
and trailed by seven shots with 12 holes to
play, but he was beginning to make a run at
his seventh straight win as Phil Mickelson
began to stumble. Remarkably, six holes
later, after Mickelson made his second
double-bogey of the day. Tiger took a share
of the lead as his five foot birdie putt at the
13"' fell into the cup.

Last Wednesday, the Red Hawk Hockey
team was defeated by Stony Brook, 5-2, at
Floyd Hall Arena, dropping their record to
22-9-2. It was the team’s fourth loss in their
last seven games.
Robbie Martinez played an outstanding
game in net however, making 40 saves on
44 shots. In the ten games he has played
this season, Martinez has compiled a .848
save percentage.
<5*
MSU drew first blood less than two min
utes into the game. A pass coming out of
the Montclair zone was directed in on Stony
Brook goaltender John Brennan by his own
defenseman. Brennan misplayed the puck,
and a hustling A.J. Giocabbe was there to
put it in the net for an unassisted goal, giv
ing the Red Hawks a 1-0 lead.
Three and a half minutes later, USB’s
Brian Karbot put a perfect pass on the tape
of teammate Alex Trezza’s stick, hitting him
in stride. Trezza crossed the blue line and
blasted a slapper from the top of the left
circle, beating Martinez high on the glove
side, tying the score at 1-1.
M idw ay through the first period,
Martinez made a remarkable save on a pointblank shot from the low slot by Stony
Brook’s Trezza. Another of-M artinez’s
saves came on a remarkable stop of Greg
Wenz on the doorstep after Wenz took a
pass from behind the net.
Martinez was tested twice in the first
minute of the second period, making a save
on a wrister from the point, through traffic,
and stopping a shot from the bottom of the
circle from the butterfly position.
Once again, Martinez stepped up, keep

ing the game
tied at 1-1,
stacking his
pads to rob
Stony Brook of
a goal with
16:00 left in the
second period.
USB finally
took the lead at
6:44 of the sec
ond period as
Trezza faked his
way past a
M ontclair de
fender in the
right circle and
beat Martinez’
five-hole with a
wrister for his
LIZBETH VICTORERO/ MONTCLARION
second goal of
James
Latham
follow
s
the
p
u
ck
up
the
ice
,
looking fo r an opening.
the game.
Brad T ho
mas’ misdirection goal off of a centering arriving at the teller window, he deposited
pass from Peter Dy keman on the half boards the puck into his already existing account,
was the game-winner, giving Stony Brook making the score 4-2.
a 3-1 lead with 11:31 remaining in the sec
MSU got two power-play opportunities
ond period.
in the last five and a half minutes of the
USB took a 4-1 lead on a goal by gam e, but could not capitalize. Jim
Dykeman, and was able to kill off a 4:00 Latham’s bid to make it a one-goal game
Red Hawks power-play, 1:24 of it being a hit the post with under a minute to play.
five-on-three advantage. Stony Brook Stony Brook used an empty-net goal with
goaltender Brennan stoned Jim Latham with 38.7 seconds left to put the game away.
his left pad to preserve the three-goal lead.
A.J. Giocabbe’s pair of goals gave him
The Red Hawks got back to within two ten on the season, joining him with six other
goals on A.J. Giocabbe’s second goal of the players on the team with ten goals or more.
game at 12:49 of the third period. Giocabbe
Anthony Rossillo, the team’s second
received a cross-ice pass from Justin Brown leading scorer, did not play due to missing
at the red line, and out-skated two USB play practice. Missing practice has been a con
ers, going in on a partial breakaway. Upon cern of the coaches for the whole season.

Female Athlete
o f the Week
Marlena Lawrence
Basketball
As the W omen’s Basketball season comes to an
end, M arlena Lawrence is truly the stand-out player
on the stat sheets. She finished as the team leader
in shooting percentage (.443), rebounding average
(7.5 rpg), blocks (53), points (275), and scoring av
erage (11.5 ppg). She ended the season with 987
career points, and will most likely become the team’s
lOth-ever 1,000-point scorer early next season.

JENN W INSKI/ MONTCLARION

M ale Athlete
o f the W eek
Kevin Micek
In his freshman year, Kevin Micek has had an
outstanding hockey season. Despite an ankle injury
that has kept him out almost the entire second half,
the lefty from Bayonne racked up 27 goals and 11
assists playing at forward for the Red Hawks. 21 of
his goals came during M-ACHA contests, and he was
voted as the league’s Most Valuable Player by the
coaches. He was honored in a ceremony this past
weekend that preceded the first playoff contest.

See TIGER on p. 30
LIZBETH VICTORERO/ MONTCLARION
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Womens Basketball Season

M-ACHA

Tiger

CONTINUED FROM P. 32

CONTINUED FROM P. 29

than two minutes before the first intermis
sion.
Monmouth put their lead back at two
goals just over four minutes into the second
period, stopping any Montclair momentum.
By now, the Monmouth players were
beginning to frustrate some of Montclair’s
skaters. Jim Latham instigated a little
ruckus, drawing a roughing penalty nine
minutes into the second frame. 30 seconds
before the two-minute minor was up, Red
Hawk defenseman Randy Brookes slid a
pass to Anthony Rossillo. Rossillo turned
up ice, lighting his way through two defend
ers and getting a huge shorthanded goal for
the “home” team on a quick shot from just
in front of the net.
Less than two minutes later, Latham
made up for his penalty when he found him
self alone with the puck, a clear path to the
net wide open in front of him. In a sequence
that could have made any college hockey
highlight reel, Latham took the angle to
reach Vincent Prestinari and psyched the
MU goaltender out, skimming the puck past
his diving form to knot the game at three
goals apiece.
Two minutes later, Monmouth answered
back again, this time with an even-strength
goal from Team Captain Mike Dianora. Phil
Eichinger added another tally to MU’s total
and capped the evening’s scoring with a goal
at 5:42 of the final period.
Pete Perkowski stopped 34 of 39 shots
for the Red Hawks, and Prestinari recorded
39 saves.
Monmouth went out again the next night
in front of their home audience, only to be
defeated 3-2 by top-seeded and very pow
erful Rider University in a contest to decide
the M-ACHA Champs.

Mickelson took the lead right back
though with a birdie of his own on the 13*,
and continued to increase his lead again.
Then Tiger folded, finishing tied with
Maruyama, four shots behind Mickelson.
Woods received a warm standing ovation
from the gallery walking up to the 18thgreen,
as everyone knew the inevitable. Tiger gave
the crowd one last glimpse of why he has
dominated the Tour for six months, calmly
sinking a 10-footer to end his round. “It
means I came in second,” Woods said. It
also means that Byron Nelson, who set his
remarkable record in 1945 with 11 straight
wins, can rest easy - for now.
It was a heart-pumping end to a streak
that captured the Tour’s imagination. And
it did nothing to diminish the fact that
Woods’ dominance of his generation may
be greater than any other player’s in golf
history. “It’s disappointing I didn’t win,”
Woods said. Tiger Woods reminded the golf
world just how great he is, and that no lead
is safe if he is chasing. Tiger believes that
he can win on any given week, against any
opponent, and it showed. ‘T hat’s why I
play, for the thrill of it, for the chance,”
Woods said. “Sometimes you win and some
times you lose, but that’s the thrill."
It takes a great player to put up the kind
of winning streak that Tiger Woods did
against the talent of the many players on the
Tour today. It also takes a great player to be
able to stop the best player in the world.
Even though Woods’ streak was on for the
ages, it will take an even greater perfor
mance to break Byron Nelson’s 55-year-old
record.
That just goes to show that the PGA
Tour’s slogan is accurate. “These guys are
good.”

Comes to a Close
By Mike Halpcr________________________

Sports Editor
The MSU Women’s basketball team
closed out their season last week with games
against Rutgers-Newark and Richard Stockton College. In Pomona, NJ, on Saturday,
Richard Stockton’s team handed the Red
Hawk Women a 71-58 loss in a game in
which they held the lead for the final 27:33.
At Rutgers-Newark on Wednesday, MSU
pulled out a 62-58 victory after allowing the
NJAC’s second-worst team stay close for
the entire game.
Against Richard Stockton, the teams
traded the lead back and forth for the first
12 minutes, until RSC went on a 12-4 run
to take a 29-19 lead. They then traded bas
kets to finish the half at 32-21. MSU had
connected on only six of 16 shots, while
RSC hit 13 of 34.
The team then did what has become the
norm for them. They put up twice as many
shots in the second half, connecting on 13
of 32. Despite their 31 second-half points,
the Red Hawks couldn’t hold RSC back.
The Osprey’s scored 39 more points, taking
the 19-point victory.
Langston and Stephanie Croley both had
12 points for the Red Hawks, and Bridget
Fitzsimmons picked up a game-high seven
steals. Amanda Petronaci had a game-high
24 points for Richard Stockton.
On Wendesday night, the Hawks went
to play a team they had utterly destroyed
earlier in the season. The Scarlet Raiders,
better than only their sister school, RutgersCamden, came to Panzer Gym on Jan. 19
only to be sent home with their tails between
their legs.
The Raiders had no intention of being
embarassed again. They jumped out to an
8-1 lead five minutes into the game, and held
on to the lead for more than 12 minutes. The

final three minutes of the half saw lead
change back and forth.
The second half opened at 32-32, and
neither team could get too far ahead of their
competition. The biggest lead of the day
belonged to the Hawks, who were up 61-53
with under three minutes in the game. With
19 seconds left, the Raiders’ Kim Bove hit
a three-pointer, sealing the scoring and the
game at 62-58 in the Red Hawks favor.
Stephanie Croley pulled down a gamehigh 14 rebounds, and Langston scored a
game-high 18 points. Fitzsimmons added
12 points and five assists.
Despite only nine points in the final two
games, Marlena Lawrence finished the sea
son as the team’s top scorer by a wide mar
gin. She finished with 275 points, moving
into tenth place all-time with 987 points.
She has a good chance of passing four other
players next year, to possibly finish as
MSU’s sixth-highest scorer of all time.
Lawrence also led the team in shooting
percentage, rebounds, rebounding average,
and blocks. Stephanie Ellerbe led the team
in three-point field goals, with 26, and steals,
with 51. Senior Shielah Jennings finished
with a team-high 60 assists.
This was the first season that Head
Coach Gloria Bradley failed to lead the team
to at least a .500 season, and also the first
season the team will not be continuing play
into the postseason. The team has big things
to look forward to next year, though, as all
the players except Laleethea Holland and
Shielah Jennings will be able to return to
the court.
A young team that showed flashes of
brilliance, but also an occasional lack of
focus, can conceivably turn into a consis
tent winner with hard work and dedication.
There’s a very good chance this team will
be back on top of the NJAC next year.

LENTEN RETREAT FOR BUSY PEOPLE
The Catholic Campus Center is offering a directed prayer retreat for busy students, faculty, staff and
administrators March 1 9 - 2 3
This is an “at home” retreat, made within the busyness of your
everyday lives. This retreat asks you for a commitment of one hour a day for five days, and promises
you a deeper relationship with God in your life. There is a limited number of spiritual directors available.
They will meet with the individual retreatants 1/2 hour each day at a convenient time to the retreatant.
The retreatant is expected to devote 1/2 hour a day to personal prayer. The retreat begins with the 6:30
p.m. Sunday Mass on February 28 and ends Thursday evening March 4. Plan to make this retreat, give
God one hour a day, and give yourself the gift of spiritual strength and peace in your busy lives.

MARCH 19 - 23

Second Week of Lent
B e g in n in g at the 6:30 p.m . M ass,
F e b ru a ry 28
Newman Catholic Center

I òhodi tafee avveuj títeir fiiorts
o f ^ to a e
and ß iv tíie u r
ítearb o f f Us í i

F IR S T C O M E , F IR S T S E R V E D s in c e th e re is a lim ite d n u m b e r o f o p e n in g s .
P le a s e R S V P b y c a llin g x 7 2 4 0 o r 7 4 6 -2 3 2 3 .
T h is re tre a t is o p e n to th e M S U c o m m u n ity , s tu d e n ts , sta ff, fa c u lty a n d a d m in is tra tio n .
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New Jersey Athletic Conference
.. , Pinal Basketball Standings
A*:
Men’s
N.TAC

R E SU L T S

U P C O M IN G

Men’s Basketball

Men’s Basketball

2/16 - MSU.71 @ Rutg.-NewarH 68

2/24 - NJAC Playoffs
8 p;m. - MSU @ WPU

2/19 - MSU 59 @ Rich Stock. 61
:
.i \
t ••

School
William Paterson
Rowan f r •
Richard Stockton

2/26 - NJAC Finals
TBA

Women’s Basketball
2/16 - MSU 62 @ Rutg.-New. 58
2/19 - MSU 52 @ Rich. Stock. 71

Hockey

Wrestling

2/26 - 8:20 p.m.
‘MSU @ Western Conn.
»I ‘ .

2/19 - Metro Champioships @ MSU
MSU - First Place; 155 points

2/27 - 7:20 p.m.
Ramapo Jr. Rangers @ MSU

Montclair State

11 7

New Jersey City U.
College o f New Jersey
Ramapo
Kean
Rutgers-Newark
Rutgers-Camden

10 8

Montclair State
Kean
New Jersey City U,
Rutgers-Newark
Rutgers-Camden

2/19 - M-ACHA Playoffs
MSU 3 vs. Monmouth U. 5

INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL
STANDINGS

9

8 10

6 12
r

3 15
1 17

V

N JA C
W L
16 2
15 3
15 3
11 7
9 9
8 10
7 11
3 15
3 15
3 15

(As of Feb. 22)

:

Wednesday. Feb. 16

IfeM

“

D2 Da Streetz 80 / Rottweillers 49
Underdawgz 49 / Bearcats 50
Pike 20 /K ling 30

S p o rtsm a

Team

XL

Dedicated 2 Da Streetz
Rottweillers
The fifth
Oh My God
Brand Ne
Smacke
Fast

X

PCT

Ratin

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1.00
.667
.667
.600
.600
.500
.250
.250
0.00

4.00
3.67
3.67
4.00
3.20
4 .0 0 1
3.75
3.50
4.00

Sportsmanship
Rating

Fast Break U 44 / The Fifth 50
,Vi

mmm

ijm

9

Intramural Basketball
Results

Men’s A
•SUP4'

■

Rowan
William Paterson
College o f New Jersey
Richard Stockton ^ ;
Ramapo f,
i;

2/16 - Stonybrook 5 @ MSU 2

c-'m

12 6

Scho ol

T ra g K & F je ld
2/25 - 10 a.m.
NJAC Championships
@ New York

Hockey

i

'

Junkyard Dogs
Killa Beez
AGSquad
Bondsman
E to the T
Full Metal Jacket
OTD

■
4
2
2
2
2
1
0

L

I

PCT

0
0
2
2
2
1
6

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1.00
1.00
.500
.500
.500
.500
0.00

3.50
4.00
4.00
3.75
3.50
4.00
0.00

PCT

Smrtsmanshin
Ratine

M en’s B2
Team

w

L

X

A&S ' A SpiVM Í
Blanton Bearcats
Taj
Underdawgz (Theta X i)
And One
Delta Chi
Pike ;Ì Ì
Kling
Theta Xi

5
2
1
“ï 1
1
1
0

0
1
2
.2
2
2
2

Í

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

V

1

1.00
.667
.333
.333
.333
.333
.000

W L
20 4
21 3
18 6
17 7
16 8
14 10
14 10
11 13
8 16
3 21

Women’s

Shimming
Metro Championships
Women - Third Place - 462 pts.
Men - Fifth Place - 294 pts.

*

W L
15 3’ r‘
15 3 . .

4.00
3.00
4.00
4.00
400
3.00
4.00

V

t

.‘• ''f

iì1 * ‘ ‘

Monday. Feb. 21
Smackers 42 / Rottweillers 55

Thesdav, Feb. 22
Above the Rim F orf / Smackers Win
AGSquad 46 / Bondsman 54

9m

Oh My God 61 / Fast Break I I 49

Upcom ing Intramural
Basketball Games
Thursday. Feb. 24
9 :1 5 -Delta Chi / Kling
10:15 - Rottweillers / Above the Rim

Sunday. Feb. 27
8:15- Smackers / The Fifth
9:15 - Rottweillers / Brand New
10:15 - Sleepaz / Fast Break II
11:15 - D2 Da Streetz / Above the Rim

Monday, Feb. 28
8:15- Underdawgz / Pike
9 :1 5 -F.M. Jacket / E to the T
10:15 - Killer Beez / AGSquad

Tuesday. Feb. 29
8:15 - Oh My God / Smackers
9:15 - J.Y. Dogs / Bondsman
10:15 - Bearcats / Theta Xi
11:15- Above the Rim / The Fifth

Wednesday, March 1
9:15 - D2 Da Streetz / Fast Break II
10:15 - Kling / And One
11:15 - Killa Beez / E to the T

All Games Played At
Panzer Gymnasium

W
22
19
20
15
14
10
9
4
4
5

L
2
5
4
9
10
14
15
20
20
19
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Wrestlers Capture Metro Conference Title
By Ceallaigh Pender
Staff Writer

And once again, the MSU wrestling
team was on fire this week. At the Metro
politan Championships held on Saturday,
Feb. 19, MSU took the first place spot by
2.5 points over The College of New Jersey,
who came in second, but was ranked 13'\
two spots ahead of MSU’s ranking at 15"'.
As usual, our fabulous four proved once
again why they are so fabulous. Fifthranked nationally, Rami Ratel (149 lbs.) re
mained undefeated this season by going 3Oon the day, leaving him at 37-0 in the 149pound weight class.
Brad Christie (174 lbs.) also went 3-0,
leaving him with an overall record of 36-2.
Of course, Florian Ghinea (141 lbs.) main
tained his first place status in Division III
by winning his trio of matches, two of them
by quick pins.
Dominic Dellagatta (165 lbs.) won 3
matches as well, leaving his record at 31-1.
Good job, guys!
Florian Ghinea won the Outstanding
Wrestler Award, which he also won in 1997,
and Steve Strellner, who is in his 23rd year
coaching at MSU, won the Coach of the Year
Award for the second straight year.
So now, the top four wrestlers of MSU
are off to Ohio Northern University, in Ada
Ohio, during the weekend of March 3-4 to
compete in the NCAA Division III National

Championships.
With Florian Ghinea
ranked first in the nation for
the 141-pound weight class,
Dominic Dellagatta second
in the nation for 165 pounds,
Rami Ratel ranked fifth for
149 pounds, and Brad
Christie ranked seventh for
the 174-pound class, they are
looking very good for a spot
in the top ten at the Champi
onships. Last year they
placed ninth, and they are
looking much stronger this
year, so high spirits and ex
pectations are going with
the team to Ohio.
M S U ’s Brad Christie drives the face o f M a ritim e’s Jason M iller into the mat.
This was the
second consecutive
M etro W restlin g T ournev R esu lts
Metropoltan Con
ference Champion
155.00
M ontclair State
ship for the Red
C ollege o f N.J.
152.50
Hawks.
Both
Dominic Dellagatta
125.00
York C ollege
and Florian Ghinea
103.00
N ew York University
have won National
Championships be
98.00
Hunter C ollege
fore, and Brad
61.00
U .S. Merchant Marine Acad.
Christie and Rami
By Mike Sanchez
Centenary C ollege
26.50
Ratel both look like
Staff Writer
they are going to be
12.50
N ew York Maritime
major contenders
The Red Hawks’ push for the last spot
5.50 in the NJAC Playoffs proved successful this
Gallaudet University
now, and in the
years to come.
past week, through no fault of their own.
The Hawks closed out their season with just
one win in three games, and they were barely
able to win that one by three points over
cellar-dweller Rutgers-Newark.
Fourth-seeded MSU will be facing topseeded William Paterson University tonight
in the opening round of the NJAC Playoffs,
at 7 p.m. in the Rec Center at WPU. The
Red Hawks hope to continue their success
against the Pioneers, who they’ve beaten
twice this season. On Feb. 9, the Red Hawks
traveled to the Rec Center and shredded
WPU, 85-66, in front of a crowd of 827.
On Dec. 8, WPU came to Panzer Gym,
where the Hawks pulled a huge upset and
beat the Pioneers 51 -48 in front of more than
a thousand fans.
This will be the third NJAC Playoff
meeting between WPU and MSU. MSU
won their first meeting in 1981, and WPU
was victorious in the next, winning 79-67
in 1984. The two teams also met in a tie
breaker for the fourth seed in 1986, and
WPU came out the winner.
The Pioneers’ strength lies mainly in
junior guard Horance Jenkins. The 6’ 1
Elizabeth native scored 46 points vs. MSU
this year, and his flashy style presents MSU
defenders with a lot of trouble-when guard
MIKE HALPER/ M O N TC LA R IO N
ing him.
As for MSU, their strength against WPU
A nthony Rossillo tries to slip the p uck into the net w hile airborne Saturday night.
has lied in Jason Bush, who has scored 36
the game. As a response, the crowd just got would definitely be a Monmouth day, as the points in the two meetings.
Also on Thursday night, Rowan will be
louder, their yells and screams echoing off crowd was hotter than ever and looking for
heading to Richard Stockton. The winners
the blank white walls, refusing to be muted. a blowout.
An Eddie Caldwell slashing penalty led
The Red Hawks’ A.J. Giocabbe quieted of the two games will then face each other
to a Monmouth power play four minutes the crowd for a while, taking a pass from in the NJAC Finals. MSU split their games
later, and the Ice Hawks capitalized on the Caldwell and depositing the puck in the back with Rowan, winning a double-overtime
opportunity as the team’s scoring leader, Ed of the net to cut the lead to 2-1 with less game in Panzer Gym on Nov. 23, and los
ing 69-58 at Rowan on Feb. 14. Richard
Zurawski, chipped in with another goal at
See M-ACHA on p. 30 Stockton has defeated the Red Hawks twice.
17:45 of the first period. It looked like it

Tonight:
Showdown in
Waynei

Red H aw k H ockey Falls to M o n m o u th in
M -A C H A T o u rn am en t
By Mike Halper
Sports Editor

The Red Hawk Hockey team posted a
7-3-2 record in the Mid-Atlantic Collegiate
Hockey Association this year, earning the
second seed in the four-team playoff at the
end of the season. Unfortunately, MSU only
had a record of 1-3-2 against the other three
playoff teams.
Saturday night, the Red Hawks were
matched up against the
league’s third seeded Monmouth
5
team and defending MSU
3
cham pions,
the — —— ————
Monmouth University
Ice Hawks. The teams met twice during the
season, and were matched so evenly that
they tied in both games, 5-5 on Oct. 20 at
Floyd Hall, and 4-4 on Jan. 8 at Monmouth.
Ironically, the M-ACHA tournament
was held at the American Ice Hockey Cen
ter in Farmingdale, where Monmouth Uni
versity plays its home games. MSU, de
spite being the “official” home team, was
facing an extremely hostile crowd of at least
three or four hundred Monmouth fans, wav
ing banners, wearing jerseys, and damning
Montclair.
The Monmouth team played off the
crowd noise and Nick Esposito scored a
beautiful shorthanded goal 12 minutes into

MSU RACKS UP W INTER AWARDS OVER WEEKEND
Inside! See Page 27

